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1

La Grande Isle: Madagasar

Madagasar has the reputation of being a natural paradise with many rare

and unusual speies. However, when one ies over the ountry, from the

Afrian ontinent to Tananarive, one has the impression of a stark and in-

hospitable terrain, of bare hills with little life, human or other. Madagasar

is an immense ountry, full of ontrasts.

1.1 Geography

Madagasar is the fourth largest island in the world, after Greenland, New

Guinea, and Borneo. It is situated in the Indian Oean to the south-east of

the Afrian ontinent and is as large as Frane and the Benelux ountries

put together. It is 1600 km long and 600 km at the widest point and is

surrounded by many small islands and oral atolls.

The ountry is divided into six provines (faritany): Antananarivo,

Antsiranana, Fianarantsoa, Mahajanga, Toamasina, and Toliara, and 111

distrits (�vondronana or CISCO). The smallest administrative division

(fokontany) is the neighbourhood in town and the village in the ountry-

side; there are 13,476 of these.

The apital, Antananarivo (Tananarive or, most often, Tana), is loated

in the entre on the high plateau.

1.1.1 REGIONS

Highlands The entral highlands, one-third of the ountry, onsist of

high plains and hills. They range in altitude from one thousand to 1600

metres. North of Antananarivo, the plateau extends for several hundred

kilometres almost without trees. To the south, however, the ountry is

overed with rie paddies in the valleys and terraed �elds on the hills.

One also �nds thik pine forests and iy falls.

East The east side of the island, overed (originally) with tropial rain

forest, is a zone of broken terrain 25 to 100 km wide, separated from the

highlands by abrupt esarpments. Small isolated plains, alternating with

low hills and separated by numerous estuaries, streth parallel to the oast

for about 20 km in width. In the middle, a 430 km long anal unites these
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various estuaries from the north to the south. The often impenetrable

forest starts at the foot of the hain of mountains.

West The western plains and plateaus of savanna, and baobabs (renala),

have a softer form, as does the extreme south. Thus, the highlands drop

slowly to the oast in a series of steps. Vast strethes are almost desert,

sattered with high grass, palms, or baobabs. The oast is ut up and full

of small oves, with many small islands o�shore.

South In the southern zone, wooded slopes and steppes alternate, where

only thorny bushes, baobabs, and palms grow. This area reeives very little

rain. The southwest oast boasts a series of splendid beahes.

North The north is a omplex meeting plae of volani forms, basins,

and deltas.

1.1.2 CLIMATE

The limate varies from humid tropial in the east through highland tropi-

al to dry tropial in the west. The far north is subjet to violent ylones.

On the east oast, the hot, humid southeast wind brings rain throughout

the year. The south has a ten month period of dry period eah year, too

often aompanied by drought (k�er�e), the most reent being in 1992. In

most parts of the island, the hot rainy season lasts from November to April.

It rarely happens that the sky is overast the whole day, muh less several

days.

1.1.3 ECOLOGY

Thus, the island has an extraordinary diversity of natural environments,

from oral reefs to rain forests, and from arid deserts to highlands, all un-

fortunately often gravely threatened. It has ora and fauna that are unique

in the world: orhids, palm trees, atuses, baobabs, lemurs, insetivores,

and hameleons.

The population plaes enormous pressure on the eosystem of the land.

The forest must meet the needs of the population in wood for ooking,

heating, and onstrution. Eah year, several hundreds of thousands of

hetares of savanna burn and about 0.2 million hetares of tropial forest

disappear through the use of ut and burn tehniques (tavy). In all, it is

estimated that 30% of the surfae area of the ountry is (re)burned eah

year; 85% of the natural forest over has disappeared. Erosion sends masses

of red earth to the sea.

The tropial forest, that overed three quarters of the ountry a few

enturies ago, now only oupies one �fth of the area. The pratie of

ut and burn in the forests has learly inreased in the last �fteen years,
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losely onneted with the inreasing poverty of the rural population. It

threatens the forest over in a de�nitive fashion, espeially on the east

oast. Numerous regions will soon be desert.

1.1.4 POPULATION

The Malagasy population is estimated to be about 12 million inhabitants,

but the density is only, on average, 21 people per km

2

. It is young, with

one-half less than 20 years old, and essentially rural (80%), mainly living

in villages. The inhabitants of Madagasar are spread among 18 tribes,

themselves split into lans.

1.1.5 TRANSPORT

The road system is 25,500 km long, with 5500 km asphalted, one-half being

dirt traks. Bush taxi is the fundamental means of transportation. Road

traÆ handles 80% of passenger transportation and 40% of goods.

There are 800 km of railway, six international and 12 oastal ports, as

well as 57 airports open to the publi, of whih three are international.

1.2 Some history

1.2.1 KINGDOMS

The history of Madagasar is fairly well doumented for at least eight

hundred years. But, muh earlier, immigrants from Afria and, espeially,

Asia arrived in dug-out out-rider anoes. The Malagasy language has a

lear Malaysian origin. On the south-west oast, we �nd funeral sulptures

diretly inuened by Indonesians soures.

A highly developed soial strati�ation existed in the Highlands, but

also elsewhere in the monarhial soieties, for example in the southeast.

The soiety was hierarhial and deentralized. All the kingdoms had ad-

ministrative divisions into distrits and sub-distrits, lassi�ed by hierar-

hial order aording to the soial status of the inhabitants, omplemented

by an age lassi�ation.

The population was haraterized by inequalities based on di�erenes

of status. The prinipal inequality was the distintion between free people

and slaves. The latter often represented two-thirds of the population, even

in the nineteenth entury. Thus, from the tenth entury, slavery formed the

bakground for all of the politial, eonomi, and soial life of all Malagasy

ommunities. The members of the family of someone in debt ould be

redued to slavery for the debts. Slavery, along with the international slave

trade, espeially sine the sixteenth entury, had profound and durable

e�ets on the demography and mentality of the Malagasy people. It was

abolished at the end of the nineteenth entury.

Royal power and the popular assemblies, in the form of kabary, are well

desribed by oral tradition from the seventeenth entury, but an be traed
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bak to the twelfth. Aross the enturies, the ult of anestors, a popular

pratie, beame the ult of the royal anestors. The army, that had been

developed when irumstanes required it, took an importane of its own

from the seond half of the eighteenth entury and beame a permanent

institution in the nineteenth.

The king was the absolute owner of all land. He held an eminent right

on all of the land. The family and lan only held the right of use, the

land being olletively owned. The sale of land to foreigners was forbidden

beause it belonged to the anestors, to the lan, to the family. Individual

property was only reognized in 1881.

The onsolidation and modernization of the royal administration o-

urred espeially on the Highlands. Of partiular note are the major works

on the plain of Antananarivo from the seventeenth entury and the on-

strution of dikes (fe�loha) and anals using the royal orv�ee that delo-

alized the traditional lans. These royal orv�ees (fanompoana), with the

markets (tsena), represented the major part of the state budget.

The markets allowed the population to make their ommerial transa-

tions in all seurity. The ourts in these markets fored the people progres-

sively to abandon barter and to use only money for their exhanges. The

markets regularized the slave trade by eliminated the theft of persons. The

growing role of money in the markets ontributed greatly to the growth of

agriultural and artisanal prodution.

1.2.2 EUROPEANS

Europeans explorers, the Portuguese, arrived in Madagasar at the end

of the �fteenth entury. In this period, the Merina of the highlands had

established their domination over almost all of the island. At the beginning

of the nineteenth entury, English and Frenh missionaries arrived in mass.

After �fty years of military attaks, with the English helping the Merina,

the Frenh delared Madagasar their olony in 1896. The `pai�ation'

lasted many years; the repression of the nationalist uprising of 1947 resulted

in over 100,000 deaths.

The Malagasy Republi was born in 1958, beoming independent two

years later. At the beginning of the 70s, trouble broke out, espeially in

the south where the attle, the main wealth of the region, were destroyed

by an epidemi. A general strike turned into revolution. Madagasar left

the zone of the Frenh fran (CFA), followed by a series of devaluations.

In 1975, the Demorati Republi of Madagasar was reated with a open

Marxist-Leninist poliy.

Early 1991 saw months of demonstrations involving hundreds of thou-

sands. From May 1991 to January 1992, government, eonomy, and trans-

portation ground to a halt due to general strikes, the `transition period'.

This led to the third republi, the Republi of Madagasar, but with an

eonomy in ruins and ready for a series of World Bank and IMF strutural
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adjustments. The devaluation of the CFA early in 1994 did not immedi-

ately a�et the ountry, but it was fored to let the Malagasy fran oat

shortly thereafter.

In November, 1995, the Queen's Palae, the ountry's muh visited his-

tory museum, named a world heritage by the UNESCO, burned, destroying

many of the major objets of Madagasar's ultural patrimony and reating

a national shok.

1.3 Soiety

1.3.1 ORGANISATION

The extended family, predominantly patrilineal, is the basi unit of histori-

al Malagasy soial organization. From the outside, the family seems to be

organized aording to this this patriarhal model; the men represent the

family to the exterior. But, inside the family, the woman has pratially

the same rights as the man.

Traditional marriage was a onvention passed between two families in

order to establish or to strengthen lasting relationships. The seond fun-

tion of marriage was to reinfore the demographi strength of family rela-

tionships by multiplying their members. In this way, the foundation of the

village ommunity (fokonolona) is formed, based on parental relationships

(�havanana).

Malagasy people respet age, the village elders (rayamandreny), their

parents, but also their anestors (razana). The funeral eremonies have

great importane beause the dead an intervene in daily life. The dead

are morned but great rejoiing also follows a death. Sometimes the tombs

are larger than the houses of the living.

Traditional religion has neither temples nor hurhes. Instead, the sa-

red plae is the tomb. About 45% of the population alls itself Christian.

The plae oupied by hurhes (sometimes two) in the villages is strik-

ing, but their role is primarily soial: shools and linis. Protestantism

dominates on the highlands and Catholiism in the oastal regions.

In a ountry with a strong oral tradition, eloquent speeh has a fun-

damental importane. The term, kabary, has been extended to groups of

people gathering for the pleasure of speaking, at festivals and eremonies.

These last several hours and follow preise rules.

Interdits or taboos (fady) vary from one loality to another; they are

many and varied, and srupulously respeted. The loal healer (ombiasy),

with his ointments, infusions, and other onotions (fanafody), is the rival,

and the partner, of the dotor. His servies, paid in kind, an be �ve times

more expensive.
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1.3.2 LANGUAGES

Sine the nineteenth entury, Protestant and Catholique missionaries had

developed the shool system. After 1905, the government reated a parallel

publi system that, in 1940, had 120,000 students. From 1909, ertain

Malagasy, who spoke Frenh and ful�lled ertain other onditions, ould

beome Frenh itizens.

During the olonial period, until 1965, Frenh had the status of mother

tongue at shool, Malagasy being onsidered to be a seond foreign lan-

guage after English whih was studied as the �rst foreign language! Only

in 1965 did Malagasy beome a ompulsory subjet. Frenh is essentially

the language of the elite, through whih soial seletion operates.

From 1971, Malagasy beame the national language. But ertain Mala-

gasy onsider it to be an ethni language, that of the Merina who dominated

the others before the olonization. From 1973, Frenh oÆially beame a

foreign language. During the transition period, from 1991 to 1993, an ed-

uational reform proposed to make Frenh the oÆial teahing language

throughout the entire duration of eduation, from the lowest lasses to the

highest level, while still keeping Malagasy as the national language.

1.3.3 VILLAGES

Eah region has a spei� type of house, but a ommonality is the form,

whih is always retangular. If the oastal huts must be onstruted for

maximum protetion from the heat, those on the highlands must meet the

old of the dry season.

The oastal huts are mainly built of plant materials: wood or raÆa

palm. In the east, all houses have a wooden basis, never earth or daub. In

the highland villages, the houses are narrow and high, with few openings.

The walls of briks, either sun-dried or baked and overed with baked earth,

are thik and the roof is thathed, although orrugated steel is replaing

this. In the north, the traditional house is made of plaited bamboo.

In the ountryside, drinking water is an eternal problem. In the south,

90% of the rural population must, on average, make a round trip of ten

to �fteen km in searh of water. This tedious orv�ee is the work of the

women, one pail on the head and two others hung from the ends of a yoke.

1.4 Eonomy

The suessive oil rises struk severe blows to the ountry. In 1980, it

already beame impossible to ontinue paying the debt. Between 1971 and

1991, per apita inome fell by 40%, the number of people living in poverty

growing dramatially.
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1.4.1 AGRICULTURE

Agriulture plays a fundamental role in the Malagasy eonomy, represent-

ing 40% of the GDP and 80% of exports and oupying 85% of the popu-

lation.

Rie Rie (vary) oupies the �rst plae in agriulture, both by the area

involved and by its ontribution to feeding the population. It is the basi

food, often the only food, of the population: 500g per day per person. Until

1970, Madagasar had been a major exporter of rie, but at that time, it

had to start importing.

Of the three millions hetares ultivated, rie oupies 1.3 millions,

with the same number of workers. In eah village, the rie has its building:

a storehouse in the form of a hut similar to a human habitation that it

dominates by its plae on stilts, always in the entre. The life of the loal

village people turns around it.

Rain-dependent ultivation of rie ours in the east of the ountry and

is haraterized by the small size of the plots, often depending on ut and

burn tehniques (tavy). It overs one-half the ultivated area (0.65 million

hetares). But, with its small yield (0.8 t/ha), it only provides 20% of

prodution. On the other hand, the irrigated rie �elds yield up to 4 t/ha.

The most beautiful rie paddies, terraes ut into the sides of the hills as

in south-east Asia, are found in the highlands. Some regions manage to

obtain two rops a year.

The rie is harvested by hand with a sikle. After threshing it, again

by had, striking the sheaves to knok out the grains, the unshelled rie

(paddy) is put out to dry on mats. Then, it must be pounded to remove

the utile from the grain, work shared by mothers and daughters.

Other subsistene rops The other main subsistene plants ultivated

are manio, the seond rop of the ountry, sweet potato, and orn, whih

altogether only represent a 10% ontribution to the basi ration of the on-

sumers. Barley and wheat are being developed, but remain at insigni�ant

at the national level.

The oil-produing rops are peanuts, the oil palm, and the oonut

palm.

Export rops

Co�ee Arabia, grown on the highlands, is used for internal onsumption.

Robusta, grown on the east oast (0.2 millions hetares) is exported. About

90% of prodution omes from small mixed farms where o�ee is assoiated

with subsistene rops, espeially rie and manio. All of the large farms

disappeared by 1975.
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Vanilla Madagasar produes 70% of the vanilla onsumed in the world.

The rop was introdued to the island in 1870 and is loalized on the north-

east oast, a region very suseptible to limati variation (ylones). This

represents from 15 to 20% of the total revenue from exports.

Pepper The extensive ultivation of the liana is loated on the east oast,

with two rops per year. The prodution of pepper represents 5% of the

world market and 13% of export revenue of the ountry.

Cloves Cloves are a labour-intensive `piking' rop, with 80,000 small

growers in the region of Toamasina (east oast). Prodution su�ers from

strong ompetition from Zanzibar and Indonesia.

Industrial rops

Cotton Cotton has only reently (1960) been introdued. Small growers

oupy 70% of the area ultivated and ontribute 50% of the rop. Shelling,

spinning, weaving, and garment-making are all done loally.

Sugar Sugar ane, the third rop of the ountry, is grown in the north

and on the west oast. Several agro-industrial omplexes produe sugar

and alohol (rum).

Stok farming Madagasar has the reputation of a ountry for herds of

zebu, attle with a hump. It has as many zebus as people. The size of

the herd always ontributes to the measure of fame and soial position of

a Malagasy person. Pastures over 60% of the land.

Brush �res are, in fat, savanna �res. They are very spetaular by

their size at the end of the dry season. Some talk of an eologial disaster

by erosion, but stok raising, in the western half of the ountry, depends on

this pratie in order to maintain the grassy savanna. As well, the regrowth

of graminaeous speies is aelerated and ertain external parasites are

redued.

Drasti drops in the number of zebus due to drought have fomented

the ativities of attle rustlers (dahalo), espeially in the south, inreasing

inseurity.

The Malagasy eat little zebu meat, simply to aompany their rie.

Their favourite piee is the hump that ontains a lot of fat and that is used

to make the national dish, the romazafa, a stew ontaining many kinds of

vegetables.

1.4.2 FISHING

Both fresh and salt water �shing are important. The irrigation system

for the rie an also serve for pisiulture. The ath may be sold fresh,
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smoked, salted, or dried. Fishing produe (shrimp, rabs, tuna, ray�sh)

oupies the third position in the export reeipts of the ountry.

1.4.3 FORESTRY

Humid tropial forests on the east oast, dry tropial forests in the west

and southwest, bush in the south, and mangroves along the northwest oast

make up a total of 21% of the area of the ountry. Commerial speies in-

lude lumber, preious and ornamental woods, and mediinal plants. More

than 50% of the existing forests are proteted (natural reserves and national

parks).

1.4.4 INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE

The Malagasy industrial setor, mainly onsisting of small and medium

sized industries, was originally oneived for the loal market under a poliy

of import substitution. A proess of privatisation of publi enterprises in

diÆulty was begun in 1988.

Food The food industry, with 40% of prodution, is the most important

in this setor. Sugar oupies by far the largest part. The main produts

are food oils, preserves, meat produts, milk, tapioa, and our.

Textiles The textile industry represents 30% of industrial prodution. It

overs muh of loal demand.

Mines Close to 10% of export reeipts ome from minerals. We �nd

industrial minerals (hrome, quartz, oal, graphite, bauxite), ornamental

stones (marble, ristals), and rare jewels (rubies, emeralds, saphires).

Markets Eah village of suÆient size has its weekly market. A trip to

the nearest market village with an ox art to sell one's produe takes three

days.

Every Friday, the Tananarive market (zoma) takes plae on Indepen-

dene Avenue. It is one of the largest open air markets in the world. The

sellers arrive the day before, spending the night there to be ready in the

morning. Eah type of merhant is grouped together aording to the type

of produt sold.
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Introdution to the survey

2.1 General ontext

Primary shool in Madagasar inludes �ve grades (lasses 11 to 7, a-

ording to the Frenh system), while seondary shool has a total of seven

years. In the 70s, universal primary eduation was almost ahieved but, in

the 80s, total enrollment stagnated and then began to deline.

For the last few years, enrollment in primary eduation in Madagasar

has tended to stabilize, with signi�ant transfers from the publi to the

private shools. We see an apparent desolarisation at all levels, in terms

of rates, one of the auses probably being the eonomi risis that has

a�eted the ountry. OÆially, the enrollment rate is 60%.

At the same time, we see a growing preferene for private shools, prob-

ably beause they have an image of better quality assoiated with more

disipline. The events of 1991 ertainly played an important role in the a-

eleration of this phenomenon beause of the strikes in the publi shools.

We must also notie the poor state of the publi shools and their low level

of quality.

The goals and objetives of primary eduation speify that it must be,

above all, useful, preparing all hildren for the real pursuit of an oupation.

2.1.1 SCHOOLS

After having inreased regularly sine 1975/76, the number of primary

shools dereased from 1987/88, although the number atually operating

had started to derease in 1982/83. Altogether, the drop was about 12%

by 1992/93, orresponding to 1500 shools disappearing. The main ause

of losing seems to be that the shool buildings were destroyed or in bad

ondition. The teahers leaving, whether appointed elsewhere and not re-

plaed or resigning due to poor working onditions, also play an important

role.

2.1.2 SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Primary shool programs have often been overhauled. For example, the

hanges in 1990 and 1992 onsisted essentially in

� eliminating redundanies ;
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� removing any ideologial or politial ontent;

� introduing new themes related to the protetion of the environment,

hygiene, nutrition, ivis, and morals;

If, before, the program was expressed uniquely in terms of ontents, on-

sisting of a list of themes to be studied by eah lass and eah level, from

1985, it took on a new look with the introdution of programs by objetive.

The instrutions beame more detailed and preise, with both general and

spei� objetives. The ontents was ut up into themes spread over the

30 weeks of the shool year for the nine subjets on the program:

(1) Malagasy,

(2) Frenh,

(3) alulation,

(4) soio-eonomis,

(5) moral and ivi eduation,

(6) ommon knowledge,

(7) artisti eduation,

(8) produtive ativities,

(9) physial eduation.

In 1991, an eduational reform proposed to make Frenh the language of

teahing at all levels of the system.

2.1.3 PEDAGOGICAL ORGANIZATION

Classes normally last 28 1/2 hours a week, inluding 1 2/3 hours of rere-

ation. But for various reasons (numbers, distane from shool, lak of

teahers, lak of nutrition), most shools, espeially in rural areas, an

only operate half time. Then, eah hild only goes to lass half a day.

Thus, the average weekly teahing period is 22 hours.

Three subjets take up one half of the timetable: Malagasy, Frenh,

and alulation.

The size of lass normally an vary from 25 to 50 hildren. But the av-

erage student/teaher ratio varies from 20 in Toliara to 69 in Antsiranana.

The average size of shool varies from 126 hildren in Toliara to 238 in An-

tananarivo. This small size (with �ve lasses) may be explained by various

fators, suh as the dispersion of the population.

Multigrade lasses involve teahers how, in priniple, look after two or

three lasses, but ases exist of up to �ve lasses. In 1992, they represented

17% of the total. Classes operating half time are usually in shools with a

single teaher. They represented 21% of the total in 1992.

Most teahers have reeived no initial training (ex-volunteers from Na-

tional Servie who stayed on to teah) or have reeived only basis (three

months training in entres for those holding a lower seondary shool `ol-

lege' diploma, BEPC). Legally, teahes must teah 27 1/2 hours per week.
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Those in shools operating half-time an work 15 1/2 hours. Diretors of

shools with at least ten lasses do not teah.

Eah month, many teahers must leave for anywhere from three to ten

days to go into town by bush taxi to reeive their salary.

2.1.4 STUDENTS

Malagasy primary eduation is haraterized by low promotion rates and

high rates of failure, repeating, and dropping out, espeially in areas outside

the large urban entres. Both repeating and dropping out are very ommon

from the �rst year on.

It seems that many hildren, espeially in rural areas and in the least

well-o� families, drop out soon after the beginning of the shool year for a

variety of reasons:

� the need to help with the work in the �elds;

� the beginning of the rainy season and the diÆulty to get to shool;

� the lak of food during the three or four months before the harvest.

These hildren are often enrolled in shool again the following year by their

parents, through the pressure of the loal authorities or the diretor of the

shool or beause the parents have not yet abandoned hope of eduating

their hildren.

Beause of a ombination of dropouts and a low rate of suess at

the �nal examination, only about 11% of the hildren enrolled in primary

shool eventually omplete the �ve grades and obtain a leaving erti�ate

(CEPE).

2.2 Objetives of the study

The study to be desribed in this text was arried out for the Ministry

of National Eduation of Madagasar and the UNESCO in the autumn of

1994. It involved 4012 hildren between the ages of six and 16 living in 300

di�erent villages of the six provines of Madagasar. The 2514 in primary

shool in 1993 represent about one hild in 500 attending shool in rural

areas. A very large number of items were investigated, inluding informa-

tion about the hildren themselves, the harateristis of the families, the

villages, and the provines sampled.

The prinipal objetive of this study is to identify the fators inuening

the admission to, attendane at, and dropping out of shool, taking into

aount explanatory variables related to harateristis of the hild, the

family, the shool, and the village.

The study relies on the hypothesis that enrollment and attendane at

shool are determined by �ve large groups of fators:

(1) eonomi fators suh as diret osts of attendane and opportunity

osts, onsidered from the point of view of possibilities for work and
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revenue;

(2) soio-ultural fators, values arried by the shool, religion, taboos,

and so on;

(3) harateristis o�ered by the eduational system: distane to travel

to neighbouring shools and their physial aessibility, quality of

servies, language for teahing, et.

(4) results of the hildren at shool;

(5) ertain loal onditions suh as banditism that may lead to shools

losing.

The objetives of this study are to analyze di�erent aspets and hara-

teristis of primary eduation in Madagasar. The study is mainly foused

on analyzing fators whih inuene hildren's attendane at shool. It

inludes the aspets:

(1) fators a�eting admission to primary shool;

(2) determinants of enrollment in 1993;

(3) reasons why hildren delay starting to shool;

(4) fators inuening dropping out.

The aim of the study is not only to identify the important explanatory

fators whih inuene hildren's eduation, but also to provide information

whih ould be helpful in deisions to improve Madagasar's eduation

system in the future.

Information was also olleted on fators related to losure of shools.

This aspet will not be overed in the present text.

2.3 Desription of the investigation

In this setion, the method for the investigation is briey desribed.

2.3.1 SAMPLE SELECTION

Beause the aessibility to primary eduation di�ers between rural and

urban areas, di�erent investigations would need to have been arried out

to aount for the harateristis of the two areas; instead, it was deided

to take a sample in the rural areas where about 80% of the population lives.

The sampling unit was the household, although the unit of analysis is

the hild. 1500 families were sampled and a total number of 4012 hildren

whose ages were between six and 16 years old were inluded. Beause an

up-to-date ensus of all the people or households was not available at a

national level, it was neessary to work through lusters. The smallest unit

available was the village, so this was taken as the �rst sampling unit.

To ensure a similar distribution of the sample throughout the island,

the sample was strati�ed by distrit (CISCO). Beause the existene of

a shool in the village is an important determinant of shool attendane
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within eah CISCO, the villages were strati�ed by the presene or not of a

funtioning shool.

Of 111 CISCOs in the ountry, 104 are in rural areas. Every luster (a

village) ontained �ve families, for a total of 300 villages. In the 46 most

densely populated CISCOs (i.e. with more than 109,000 inhabitants), four

villages were randomly sampled for eah CISCO, two with and two with-

out shool. In the 58 less populated CISCOs, two villages were randomly

sampled for eah, one with and another without a shool. In this way, the

sample of 300 villages was obtained.

Beause the ensus is not ompiled above the loal level, the inves-

tigators had to do a loal ensus in the villages and hoose �ve families

randomly. A total of 1500 families was obtained, strati�ed by the CISCO

and by the existene of a shool.

2.3.2 QUESTIONNAIRES

Four types of questionnaires were used; these onerned the village, the

shool, the family, and the hild. They were prepared by the entral teams

and were tested in several villages before being aepted and translated

from Frenh into Malagasy.

General information was registered in the investigation of the villages.

A seond general questionnaire reorded detailed information about eah

shool in the village, whether urrently funtional or losed. Eah family

hosen in the luster had to �ll in a questionnaire, where aspets like their

�nanial situation, level of eduation, attitude towards the shool, et.

were obtained. The family also had to �ll in a seond form, one for eah

hild between the age of six and 16 years in the family. Here, the spei�

ativities of the hild in the family and his/her aademi reords were

ompiled.

2.3.3 PERIOD OF INVESTIGATION

Several onstraints were present for the hoie of surveying dates. To start

with, in some parts of the island, the rainy season starts in mid-November,

whih makes some villages unreahable after that date.

Furthermore, the aademi year starts at the beginning of Otober while

the registrations are proessed by the end of that month. Hene, the �rst

possibility was to arry out the investigation from the end of Otober.

However, in that ase there were just �fteen days to make the investigation,

given the proximity of the rainy season. There was also the problem that

the people working at the Ministry of National Eduation would be very

busy at that time, due to the start of the aademi year.

Finally, the months of Otober and November are also the period of

sowing rops for many families who are hene busy in their �elds. This

would leave little time for them to �ll in the questionnaires.
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The seond possibility was to arry out the investigation during the

month of September, before the start of the aademi year. In that ase,

the investigation would have to be made about the attendane at shool

in the previous aademi year, 1993{94, and about the intentions for the

following year. This seond hoie was retained.

2.3.4 INVESTIGATORS

Training The training of the �eld investigators, arried out by members

of a entral team, was done in the six provinial apitals during September

1994. Of the 300 andidates examined, 150 were kept as investigators, along

with 18 supervisors (hosen amongst the best of the andidates). Most

often, they ame from the CISCO onerned and had a good knowledge of

their region.

After in-lass training of two days, the andidates were sent during two

further days to villages. Thus, the andidates arrived on Monday morning,

after whih we distributed opies of the questionnaires and the instrutions.

During the morning, they were to study these, in order to show their ability

to be responsible and to work individually. At the same time, we trained

the loal team. The lassroom training of the andidates took plae on

Monday afternoon and Tuesday. Then, on Wednesday and Thursday, they

went into villages near the provinial apitals in order to learn, in the �eld,

how to administer the questionnaires and to show their ability to form good

ontats with the loal people.

The seletion of the investigators was done aording to four riteria:

� individual work;

� partiipation in the lass training;

� interation in the village;

� presentation of the ompleted questionnaires.

Finally, Friday afternoon, the hosen andidates reeived detailed instru-

tions before leaving for the villages to whih they were assigned.

Spei� instrutions

Questionnaires Eah �eld investigator had to visit two villages, exept

in the ases when the distane to one of the villages was too long; all

interviewing had to be �nished in a three week period. Eah member of

the team reeived three questionnaire forms for villages, three for open

shools, two for losed shools, 12 for families and 60 for hildren.

When they reeived the questionnaires, the investigator eah had to

number all the pages with the odes of the CISCO, the villages, and the

families, making sure that no pages were missing. Everything was to be

written in penil beause the ink ould be removed by the rain.
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Villages The villages sampled were plaed on regional maps whih after-

wards helped to produe a national map of the villages sampled. If a village

ould not be loated on the map, the provinial team were to ontat the

entral team in Tananarive to hoose another village. No other hanges

in the hoie of village were allowed. Fortunately, this possibility did not

arise.

Choie of households When the investigators arrived in the villages, they

had to obtain the loal ensus from the head of the village or from the

loal seurity ommittee president. They were to hek and to omplete it

themselves if neessary. The heads of the families were numbered onseu-

tively and the total divided by �ve. The number so obtained was kept and

�ve families were piked from the ensus at the positions orresponding to

the �rst �ve multiples of that number; in this way, the investigators should

get a total of �ve families randomly sampled. If the family hosen had no

hildren between the ages of 6 and 16, the investigators had to sample the

preeding family in the ensus list.

Controls The investigators reeived one half of their daily expenses be-

fore leaving for the villages and the other half upon returning, one the

questionnaires had been veri�ed.

The investigator had to obtain the signature of the head of the village

at the arrival and at the departure. All �lled in questionnaire forms had

to be signed. The forms were ontrolled in the provinial apital on the

return of the investigators.

At the same time as the investigation was being arried out, the 18

supervisors passed through three randomly hosen villages eah (a total

of 54 villages), so that one village in every six was ontrolled. The list of

villages to be ontrolled in eah provine was hosen in Tananarive and put

in losed envelopes that would be open only when the investigators had left

for the �eld.

2.4 Methodology

2.4.1 DATA MANAGEMENT

Although there appear to be over one thousand variables in the data set,

this is largely illusory. Under the harmful inuene of the Frenh statistial

shool, the loal team split most of the multi-ategory variables into sets

of binary variables either at the questionnaire or at the oding stage (at

the last moment, without onsulting the authors). This unneessarily mul-

tiplied the size of the data set and introdued many unontrollable errors.

(For example, 25 hildren are lassi�ed as being in villages where the main

ativity is agriulture, herding, and �shing.)

From the total number of 4012 hildren, those observations orrespond-
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ing to the six-year-old hildren were exluded, beause half of them had

not started shool at the time of the investigation (their starting date was

the following aademi year). When �tting the models, the observations

with missing values in the explanatory variables inluded in the model were

eliminated. This assumes that these values are missing at random, whih,

as we shall see, was often learly not the ase. Thus, in some analyses, we

have had to eliminate ompletely the variables for whih values seemed to

be missing in a non-random fashion.

From the many variables in the data set, about �fty have been seleted

as important as inuening hildren's eduation as explanatory variables

(see Appendix A and Appendix B for the explanation of eah variable and

the orresponding ode used in the analyses). If the variables whih were

used in reating the responses are inluded, nearly 100 variables in the data

set were used.

The explanatory variables were divided into �ve groups:

(1) variables about the hildren themselves (age, sex, ativities at home,

et.);

(2) the harateristis of the family (size, eduation of the parents, size

of the house, et.);

(3) variables for the harateristis of the villages sampled (main ativity

of the village, existene of market, et.);

(4) the variables for the harateristis of the shool existing in the village

(type of shool and existene of a losed shool);

(5) the di�erent provines sampled in the ountry (Antananarivo, Fianar-

antsoa, et., taken as one fator variable).

When �tting the models, the explanatory variables were �tted group by

group, taking into onsideration the relative importane of eah group of

variables.

2.4.2 RESPONSE VARIABLES

Enrollment Enrollment is de�ned as registration of a hild in a given

shool year in a given shool. It does not imply attendane for any period

of time. For a given ohort, we an de�ne the probability of enrollment

at a given age in a given shool year. By aggregating over years of study,

we obtain the probability of enrollment for a given age. By aggregating

over ages, we obtain the probability of enrollment in a given shool year.

By addition over both years and age, we obtain the global probability of

enrollment.

On the other hand, attendane an be de�ned by the number of days

in the shool year that the hild atually was present at shool, in relation

to the total number of shool days.
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Admission Admission is de�ned as the �rst enrollment in primary shool.

The probability of admission an be de�ned in several di�erent ways:

� the probability of admission relative to the ohort:

� the probability of admission at a given age;

� the probability of admission before some given age;

� the global probability of admission of a ohort.

� the probability of admission of all hildren, irrespetive of ohort;

� the onditional probability of admission, given that the hild had

never previously been enrolled.

Delay The delay in admission is de�ned with respet to the `normal' age

of entry to primary shool. We take this to be six years old although ertain

hildren begin earlier. Thus, for example, a hild enrolled in primary shool

for the �rst time at eight years old has two years delay.

Repeating We only onsider repeating for two onseutive years, al-

though some hildren spend more than two years in the same lass.

Dropout We take dropout to mean that a hild has ompletely aban-

doned shool. In pratie, a diÆulty arises beause some hildren leave

for a year or two, but subsequently begin again. We take a hild who en-

rolled in shool to have dropped out if he or she is not enrolled again for

three onseutive years.

2.4.3 MODELS

Two kinds of generalized linear regression models were �tted in the analy-

ses. For the models referring to hildren entering shool, to their enrollment

in shool in 1993, and to their dropout from shool, logisti models were

�tted beause the response variables are binary (hildren entered shool or

not in 1993; they were enrolled or not in 1993; they dropped out of shool

or not after 1990)

When the response variable was a ount (i.e. how many years a hild

delayed starting to shool), the model used was of the log linear type with

Poisson distribution, whih means that the log average delay is a linear

funtion of the explanatory variables.

Although the study was designed to have 50% of the villages without

a funtioning shool, aording to the information we had in the sampling

frame, as explained in Setion 2.3.1 above, this turned out not to be the

ase. Only 18.4% of the hildren in the study ome from villages without an

open shool (see Setion A.4). Thus, there are apparently far fewer losed

shools than the government statistis show. Beause we have no idea of the

orret proportion of villages with losed shools, we provide no orretion

to the data as it stands. Theoretially, the villages without shools should
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be over-represented. This would imply that our results under-estimate the

suess of primary eduation for the hildren in Madagasar (see the tables

in Setion B.5).

Beause the study is mainly about the hildren themselves, we have

taken the variables for the hildren's harateristis as the most important

fators inuening their eduation, going down in importane to the vari-

ables not relating diretly to the hildren (the harateristis of the family,

the village, et.). When �tting the models, all the signi�ant variables

for the hildren themselves (the �rst group of the variables) were �rst put

into the model. (Sex is kept end until the �nal elimination, even if it is

not signi�ant.) Then, the seond group of variables (about the families)

was added into the model. This proess ontinued until all four groups

of variables had been heked, after whih the ones that had beome non-

signi�ant in the meantime were deleted by bakward proedure. At eah

stage, interations of all variables with sex and age are also onsidered.

We onsidered a variable to be signi�ant if the deviane was redued by

two when it was entered into the model. (This is the Akaike information

riterion, AIC, for model seletion.) In order to avoid too strit uts,

borderline variables were left temporarily in the model at eah stage. If

they were still almost signi�ant until the fourth group of the variables

was added, a �nal deision was made. At this point, we obtained our �nal

model.

Beause we are least interested in the di�erene among the six provines

for hildren's eduation, we added the �fth group last.

Naturally, di�erent ways of introduing the variables into a model ould

give di�erent results, with di�erent variables being inluded in the �nal

model. However, our method of introduing variables seems logial given

that we were more interested in the fators that a�et hildren themselves

than in any other fators. Furthermore, other methods of introduing vari-

ables were tested, leading in most ases to very similar results (both in

terms of the variables inluded in the �nal model and in terms of the esti-

mates of the parameters).

For the analysis of the data, the statistial pakage GLIM was used.

2.4.4 PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

Our data ontain a vast amount of information about the trajetories of

the hildren through shool. This has not yet been used in the analyses.

We do, however, present tables at the beginning of eah hapter showing

how the various response variables have evolved aross ohorts and ages

within our study.

Modelling results are presented as a series of tables for eah response

variable, in a separate hapter. The four main groups of variables are

presented �rst, in sequene, before eliminating non-signi�ant variables,

and �nally adding the provines.
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In eah ase, we try to �nd and to measure the inuene of variables that

at on the response variable in question. For the dihotomous variables,

the oeÆients obtained have values that represent the inuene of the

variables, and are omparable. However, for the quantitative variables, we

shall look mainly at the signs of the oeÆients beause it is not possible

to ompare the values; they depend on the units of measurement of the

variables, whih are not omparable.

In the tables, N indiates the number of observations used and M the

number lost due to missing values. Variables omitted due to non-random

missing values are indiated by a star (*) if non-signi�ant and by a plus

(+) if signi�ant.
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Shool enrollment

In this hapter, we are interested in analyzing the reasons why hildren

are enrolled in shool or not. This will provide us with an overview before

we look at admissions, delay, and dropouts. The enrollment that we are

interested in is de�ned as whether the hildren were registered or not in

shool, leaving aside whether the hildren atually attended shool and for

how muh time.

From the table on enrollment by age in Setion B.2, we see that more

than 75% of hildren between seven and 13 years old were enrolled in shool

in 1993. Thus, we an see that the great majority of hildren go to shool,

at one age or another. Those who do not probably belong to families who

either rejet shooling or are extremely poor or live in remote villages with

diÆult ommuniations not overed by the shool system or with a losed

shool.

3.1 Cohort analysis

We �rst look at how enrollment has evolved over time, as illustrated in

Table 3.1. If we look at the left-hand olumns, we see that hildren have

been entering shool at progressively younger ages. Consequently, the more

reent is the ohort, the higher is enrollment for a given age.

Table 3.1. Shool enrollment (%) by ohort and age.

Age

Cohort 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 N

1977 21.6 28.8 40.2 62.5 62.9 63.3 57.2 42.8 264

1978 8.9 24.9 38.6 61.8 64.5 68.9 63.1 49.5 293

1979 7.3 13.8 25.7 53.5 65.7 73.0 67.8 63.8 370

1980 9.2 21.6 47.6 61.2 74.3 80.2 76.6 338

1981 8.5 26.5 43.7 62.7 69.1 71.9 437

1982 20.1 39.3 64.1 75.1 82.2 354

1983 23.5 45.6 66.0 76.5 430

1984 32.3 56.6 76.8 371

1985 45.6 72.9 432

1986 73.5 404
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If we read aross the lines of Table 3.1, we see that, for eah ohort, the

rate of enrollment inreases with age. For the oldest ohorts, the maximum

ours at 12 years old. Afterwards, some of the hildren quit shool and

others go on to seondary shool. In the more reent ohorts, the maximum

ours in the year of the survey, meaning that the rate of enrollment may

still inrease further.

3.2 Enrollment, 1993

In our modelling in this hapter, we shall only take into aount hildren

registered in shool at the beginning of the aademi year in 1993. A

more adequate model would take into aount the areer of the hildren

throughout the years when he or she should be at shool. Of the 3693

hildren aged seven to sixteen, 135 went to seondary shool during the

period that onerns us here.

Beause the variable `whether the hild is registered or not in shool'

is binary, we �t a logisti model, i.e. the log odds (the log ratio of the

probability for hildren to go to shool to the probability for hildren not to

go to shool in 1993) is �tted as a linear regression model in the explanatory

variables, and the distribution is binomial. The formula of the model is as

follows:
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where � is the probability to be enrolled in shool (then 1� � is the prob-

ability not to be enrolled in shool), the x

k

, k = 1; : : : ;K, represent the

explanatory variables inluded in the model, and the �

k

are the parameters

of the model.

The logisti model used for the study of enrollment leads to the use

of a onsiderable number of explanatory variables. Remember that many

ombinations of variables have been tried before arriving at the groups of

variables to be presented here as best explaining the observed situation.

For enrollment in 1993, we have explanatory variables from all �ve groups

hosen a priori: those linked with the hildren, the family, the village, the

shool, and the provine.

3.2.1 CHILDREN

We start from 3693 observations (all the hildren who were more than 6

years old) and a null model with deviane 4513.7. Aording to our rule

for exluding non-signi�ant variables stated in the �rst hapter, seven out

of the 12 variables in this group have been retained. (For the de�nition of

all the variables, see Appendix A.) The deviane of the model is 3229.7

with 3068 degrees of freedom from 3078 observations. At this stage, 615

observations have been weighted out due to missing values in some of the

explanatory variables. The result is shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Enrollment at shool with variables for the hildren. (N =

3078;M = 615)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 1.705 0.244 WATER

+

AGE �0.140 0.017 BROTHER

SEX �0.024 0.115 AFOOD

BIOLOGIC 0.349 0.157 ANIMALS

RICE 1.008 0.150 MEALS

CLOTHES 0.598 0.126

SHOPPING 0.735 0.090

FIELD �0.072 0.139

SEX.RICE �0.530 0.202

SEX.FIELD �0.591 0.208

One of the variables, fething water, has missing values that apparently

are not random. Although very signi�ant when added to the model (all

positively related to shool enrollment), this variable has not been inluded

for this reason.

From these results, we an see that the age of the hildren a�ets neg-

atively their probability of going to shool. This is shown by a negative

estimate of the parameter for the variable onerning the age of the hil-

dren. It means that the older the hild is, the lower the probability of being

in shool will be. The reason for this result may be that older hildren must

stay at home to help their family.

For the sex of the hildren, it seems that girls have lower probability to

go to shool than boys, but this depends on their involvement in preparing

the rie and working in the �elds.

If a hild is a biologial member of the family (if not, the hild ould

belong, for example, to some relatives or friends), the probability of being

enrolled in shool is higher than that of a hild who is not. This is surprising

as one would expet a hild to be sent to some relatives' family in order to

go to shool.

When we look at the tasks that the hildren must do in the household,

those that are found to be signi�ant are pounding the rie, washing up

the lothes of the family, and going on small shopping errands. Children

doing them have a higher probability of going to shool, although for rie

the inuene is muh stronger for boys than girls. It seems that these are

lighter, more suitable tasks for shool hildren to do. In ontrast, working

in the �elds is negatively related to shool enrollment, espeially for girls.

On the other hand, looking for food for the animals of the family and

taking are of the animals are not inluded. Partiipation in domesti
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Table 3.3. Enrollment at shool with variables for the hildren and the

family. (N = 2400;M = 1293)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 4.328 0.830 HWALL

AGE �0.309 0.063 SPMEAT

SEX �0.054 0.151 ACTIV

BIOLOGIC 0.222 0.246 FREAD

RICE 0.887 0.184 DISTMIN

CLOTHES 0.408 0.152 DISTWAT

SHOPPING 0.695 0.112

FIELD �0.089 0.167

SEX.RICE �0.418 0.248

SEX.FIELD �0.521 0.248

HAREA 0.008 0.003

FAMSIZE �0.101 0.044

NUMBCH �0.108 0.108

FATHED 0.159 0.050

MREAD 0.480 0.122

RELIGION2 �0.734 0.651

RELIGION3 �2.756 0.618

SOCACT 0.362 0.110

REASON2 0.386 0.147

HOLPRF2 �0.321 0.137

LANGSC2 �0.336 0.141

AGE.NUMBCH 0.015 0.008

AGE.RELIGION2 0.037 0.053

AGE.RELIGION3 0.148 0.051

tasks is perhaps oasional, as opposed to those of other hildren who

annot attend shool beause they are employed for more ontinuous tasks

for their parents, partiularly agriultural work.

3.2.2 FAMILY

We now keep these signi�ant variables for the hildren in the model and

add the 16 variables referring to the family's harateristis. After exlud-

ing the non-signi�ant variables one by one, ten of them were signi�ant.

The new deviane for our model is now 2140.9 with 2376 degrees of freedom

from 2400 observations. 678 observations were lost beause of the missing

values of these variables, for a total of 1293. The results are shown in Table

3.3.

Before analyzing the results for the new variables, it is important to
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note that all the variables that were in the model before remain signi�ant

with similar estimated values exept for whether the hild is a biologial

member of the family.

The area of the house where the family lives an be taken as one measure

of the wealth of the family. It may represent the synthesis of several fators:

besides the wealth of the family, more spae available for shool work,

perhaps the ativity of the father. Thus, probability of being enrolled in

shool inreases with the size of house. On the other hand, given that

variable, it does not depend on two other losely related measures, the

type of onstrution material of the walls of the house or the amount of

money spent on meat by the family. However, the fat that a family eats

more meat is at least partly linked to greater wealth but it is not assoiated

with enrollment. Could it be that the work of the hildren permits ertain

families to eat more meat? The links between enrollment and the `wealth'

of the family are not obvious.

The probability of a hild being enrolled in shool inreases with the

number of hildren (under 16) in the family, this e�et inreasing with

age, but, at the same time, dereases with the size of the family (these

two variables an be expeted to be losely related: the orrelation oeÆ-

ient is 0.82). Apparently, families with a large number of adults have less

probability of sending the young hildren to shool.

As might be expeted, the probability of being enrolled in shool in-

reases with the level of eduation of the father and when the mother an

read. Given the father's level of eduation, the indiator as to whether or

not he an read is not neessary.

The religion of the head of the family (taken to be the father) also

seems to have a signi�ant explanatory e�et on the probability of hildren

going to shool. We �nd that Protestants have the highest probability of

their hildren going to shool, with Catholis somewhat lower; however,

not being either of the two was highly signi�ant with respet to these two

religions. The di�erenes diminish as the age of the hild inreases. The

negative estimate of the oeÆient for this variable means that when the

father of the family belongs to another religion than Catholi or Protestant,

the hildren have a muh lower probability of going to shool. Other reli-

gions inlude Muslims, Anglians or Traditional; some of them are based

on more traditional roles of the family members, reduing the possibilities

of eduation for their hildren.

Shool enrollment also depends on whether the father partiipates in

various soial and religious ativities in the village.

When we look at the main reason why parents deide to put their hil-

dren in shool, we �nd that those who give the relationship among the

diretor of the shool, the teahers, and the parents have a higher proba-

bility of being enrolled in shool. Apparently, a good tri-partite relationship

gives parents on�dene about the authority and the personality of the di-
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retors and the teahers, induing them to send their hildren to shool.

Other reasons, like safety on the way to the shool, distane to the shool

or timetable of the lessons are not signi�ant enough for parents to deide

to take their hildren to shool.

For some reason, shool enrollment is lower in families where the pref-

erene is to teah the hildren at shool both Frenh and Malagasy rather

than one or the other. It is also lower in families who would prefer the

main holidays for the shool to be during harvest period rather than the

rainy season or unhanged.

Other variables that were heked but found to be non-signi�ant are

whether the father is a farmer or not, the distane from the house to the

losest soure of drinkable water, and the time (in minutes) spent by hil-

dren on the way to shool.

3.2.3 VILLAGE

After adding all of the variables for the village group, and deleting those

that were non-signi�ant, only two of the nine variables remain signi�ant,

aording to the rules we use. At this point, two further variables, whether

the hild is involved in washing up the lothes and the number of hildren

in the family, beome non-signi�ant. The rest of the variables that were

already in the model remain signi�ant, with the same sign, so that again

all the onlusions made for these variables still hold.

The new model, whih inludes variables for the hild's and family's

harateristis, as well as those for the di�erenes aross villages, has a

deviane of 2002.8 with 2203 degrees of freedom from 2230 observations.

At this stage, 180 further observations were weighted out, for a total of

1477. The results are shown in Table 3.4.

Only the size of the village and whether the eonomi ativity is pre-

dominantly herding enter the model here. Children having more hane

of being enrolled in shool if they live in large villages, although the e�et

dereases with age, and where the main ativity is not herding.

The variables orresponding to the harateristis of the village that

were found to be non-signi�ant, inluded the distane to the faritany (dis-

trit apital); the existene of a merhant in the village; whether there is a

market in the village or not; the main eonomi ativity of the village (the

two variables for main ativities: agriulture or �shing); and whether the

village was mainly Catholi or Protestant.

3.2.4 SCHOOLS

At this point we add several variables referring to the shools existing in the

villages into the model. The types of open and losed shools in the village,

as well as the number of shools in the village, are signi�ant enough to be

kept in the model.
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Table 3.4. Enrollment at shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, and the village. (N = 2230;M = 1463)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 3.610 0.883 DISTF

AGE �0.262 0.068 SHOP

SEX �0.016 0.156 MARKET

BIOLOGIC 0.199 0.252 AGRV

RICE 0.856 0.190 FISHV

CLOTHES 0.295 0.160 CATHV

SHOPPING 0.706 0.116 PROTV

FIELD �0.023 0.173

SEX.RICE �0.381 0.257

SEX.FIELD �0.511 0.256

HAREA 0.009 0.003

FAMSIZE �0.082 0.046

NUMBCH �0.116 0.111

FATHED 0.142 0.052

MREAD 0.460 0.126

RELIGION2 �0.639 0.660

RELIGION3 �2.698 0.632

SOCACT 0.362 0.114

REASON2 0.396 0.150

HOLPRF2 �0.260 0.140

LANGSC2 �0.374 0.147

AGE.NUMBCH 0.014 0.008

AGE.RELIGION2 0.027 0.053

AGE.RELIGION3 0.133 0.053

HERDV �0.148 0.121

VSIZE 0.004 0.002

AGE.VSIZE �0.000 0.000

The deviane of our new model is 1817.1 with 2165 degrees of freedom

from 2202 observations. The variable, type of shool, has 28 extra missing

values, for a total of 1491. The results are presented in Table 3.5. At this

point, the parents' preferene for the language in the shool and whether

the main ativity of a village is herding beomes non-signi�ant. Whereas if

the hild is involved in washing up the lothes hanges from non-signi�ant

in the last model to quite relevant in this one.

As might be expeted, probability of enrollment inreases with the num-

ber of shools in the village, but this e�et dereases with age. It is also

onsiderably higher if there is an open private shool (type 3) in the village,
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Table 3.5. Enrollment at shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, the village and the shool. (N = 2202;M = 1491)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 1.827 1.008

AGE �0.235 0.077

SEX �0.050 0.300

BIOLOGIC 0.176 0.265

RICE 0.803 0.198

CLOTHES 0.466 0.169

SHOPPING 0.606 0.122

FIELD 0.047 0.181

SEX.RICE �0.279 0.272

SEX.FIELD �0.565 0.270

HAREA 0.010 0.003

FAMSIZE �0.057 0.048

NUMBCH �0.111 0.116

FATHED 0.149 0.056

MREAD 0.499 0.136

RELIGION2 �1.024 0.687

RELIGION3 �2.701 0.673

SOCACT 0.282 0.122

REASON2 0.358 0.160

HOLPRF2 �0.406 0.151

LANGSC2 �0.226 0.157

AGE.NUMBCH 0.011 0.009

AGE.RELIGION2 0.066 0.055

AGE.RELIGION3 0.154 0.056

HERDV �0.022 0.131

VSIZE 0.004 0.002

AGE.VSIZE �0.000 0.000

NUMBSCH 1.487 0.561

TYPESCH2 0.804 0.343

TYPESCH3 0.639 0.411

TYPESCH4 1.063 0.653

TYPECSCH2 �0.170 0.176

TYPECSCH3 �1.167 0.305

SEX.TYPESCH2 �0.166 0.307

SEX.TYPESCH3 1.165 0.496

SEX.TYPESCH4 �1.505 0.568

AGE.NUMBSCH �0.067 0.040
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espeially for girls, but lower if there is a losed private shool. Enrollment

is stronger where the o�ering of eduational failities is greater.

3.2.5 VARIABLE REMOVAL

At this stage, we remove the variables that have beome non-signi�ant,

starting with those that entered the model most reently. Thus, we shall

take out whether or not it is a herding village, language hoie, number of

hildren in the family, and whether the hild is a biologial member of the

family, as well as some interations.

This proedure redues the number of missing values to 1292, leaving

2401 observations. The deviane is now 2018.8 with 2370 degrees of free-

dom. The results are shown in Table 3.6.

3.2.6 REGIONAL DIFFERENCES

When introduing the variable that takes into aount the di�erent hara-

teristis of the regions in the ountry, we �nd that living in ertain regions

an have a signi�antly di�erent e�et on whether hildren are enrolled in

shool or not. The deviane of our new model is 1951.4 with 2365 degrees

of freedom again from 2401 observations. The results are shown in Table

3.7.

The analysis of the inuene of geographial variables an be interesting.

It has sometimes been notied that the loation of a family in one provine

rather than another an have an inidene on enrollment. This variable

takes into aount the spei� harateristis of eah provine not expliitly

handled by the other variables in the model. For example, the powers that

be in a provine may have an unfavourable attitude to shooling of hildren.

In two of the provines, Fianarantsoa and Antsiranana, we �nd that

in omparison with the region of Antananarivo (taken as the referene

level), the probability of hildren going to shool is signi�antly lower. In

ontrast, for Mahajanga and Toliara, it is higher. For the other provine,

Toamasina, there is no di�erene in the probability of hildren going to

shool with respet to the region of Antananarivo.

These results ontrast with the gross data in Setion B.6. There, en-

rollment in Fianarantsoa, Antisranana, and Toamasina is onsiderably less

than in the other three provines. Thus, the variables in the model an

explain the low enrollment in Toamasina but not in the other two provines.

3.3 Conlusions

From our �nal model, we an see that the main sub-groups of variables

a�eting the enrollment at shool refer to the harateristis of the hil-

dren themselves and to their family; several variables for the work that the

hildren do at home are signi�ant. Children from riher more eduated

families also have a better hane of going to shool. The main variables
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Table 3.6. Enrollment at shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, the village and the shool, after removal of unneessary variables.

(N = 2401;M = 1292)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 0.666 0.726

AGE �0.142 0.058

SEX �0.070 0.270

RICE 0.577 0.130

CLOTHES 0.524 0.158

SHOPPING 0.576 0.115

FIELD �0.039 0.169

SEX.FIELD �0.517 0.247

HAREA 0.010 0.003

FAMSIZE �0.031 0.021

FATHED 0.178 0.052

MREAD 0.520 0.126

RELIGION2 �0.616 0.649

RELIGION3 �2.344 0.635

SOCACT 0.265 0.115

REASON2 0.324 0.150

HOLPRF2 �0.384 0.143

AGE.RELIGION2 0.029 0.052

AGE.RELIGION3 0.124 0.053

VSIZE 0.005 0.002

AGE.VSIZE �0.000 0.000

NUMBSCH 1.438 0.533

TYPESCH2 0.799 0.322

TYPESCH3 0.610 0.389

TYPESCH4 0.928 0.614

TYPECSCH2 �0.231 0.163

TYPECSCH3 �1.081 0.301

SEX.TYPESCH2 �0.211 0.291

SEX.TYPESCH3 0.928 0.457

SEX.TYPESCH4 �1.355 0.545

AGE.NUMBSCH �0.065 0.039

dereasing the probability to go to shool are religion and holiday prefer-

ene, as well as the variables for the age and the sex of the hildren, whih

show that older hildren and girls have generally a lower probability to

enroll in shool than younger hildren and boys, respetively.

No variables referring to the villages where the hildren live are signi�-
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Table 3.7. Enrollment at shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, the village, the shool, and the provines. (N = 2401;M = 1292)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 0.928 0.758

AGE �0.135 0.059

SEX �0.117 0.276

RICE 0.556 0.135

CLOTHES 0.559 0.163

SHOPPING 0.532 0.119

FIELD �0.045 0.173

SEX.FIELD �0.715 0.253

HAREA 0.013 0.003

FAMSIZE �0.047 0.022

FATHED 0.195 0.053

MREAD 0.419 0.131

RELIGION2 �0.698 0.659

RELIGION3 �2.026 0.648

SOCACT 0.184 0.119

REASON2 0.365 0.160

HOLPRF2 �0.457 0.148

AGE.RELIGION2 0.035 0.053

AGE.RELIGION3 0.112 0.054

VSIZE 0.004 0.002

AGE.VSIZE �0.000 0.000

NUMBSCH 1.475 0.545

TYPESCH2 0.937 0.330

TYPESCH3 0.647 0.400

TYPESCH4 1.216 0.631

TYPECSCH2 �0.008 0.172

TYPECSCH3 �1.168 0.322

SEX.TYPESCH2 �0.158 0.298

SEX.TYPESCH3 1.053 0.463

SEX.TYPESCH4 �1.365 0.559

AGE.NUMBSCH �0.070 0.039

Fianarantsoa �0.699 0.186

Mahajanga 0.327 0.229

Antisranana �0.938 0.225

Toamasina �0.073 0.223

Toliara 0.807 0.315
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ant in the �nal model. On the other hand, the probability for the hildren

to go to shool inreases onsiderably with the availability of shools in the

village.

As a �nal remark, we may note that whether we inlude the hildren

who went to seondary shool or not does not hange the fators that

inuene signi�antly the probability of hildren being enrolled in shool.

This is reasonable sine only few hildren went to seondary shool in the

period onerned. However, it would be interesting to see what fators

atually inuene the hildren going to seondary shool. But if we weight

out the observations with missing values in the explanatory variables, we

have too few observations for the hildren going to seondary shool.



4

Shool admissions

In this hapter, we are interested in analyzing the fators inuening the

admission of hildren to shool for the �rst time.

Global admissions (publi and private shools), that had inreased from

the beginning of the 1980s, fell 10% in 1989/90, not really taking o� again

until 1993. The evolution between 1987 and 1992 might be explained by

the results of the eonomi risis on the demand for eduation, notably the

diret and indiret osts of shooling. It ould also result from the politial

events of 1991 that may have disouraged ertain parents from sending

their hildren to shool during the strikes, only going bak to shool later.

Sine 1987, new admissions to the publi shools have regularly de-

reased, but this trend has been ounterbalaned by an inrease in admis-

sions to private shools. The rate of partiipation of the private setor

in admissions has thus passed from 17% in 1987 to 25% in 1991. This

situation probably results �rst from the low quality of teahing in publi

shools, but also from the 1991 events that pushed parents to transfer their

hildren to private shools beause of the strikes and lak of safety.

4.1 Cohort analysis

Two indies of admission an normally be alulated from the global statis-

tis derived from the �les of the annual ensus of shools and from estimates

of the population (extrapolated from the data in the population ensus of

1978). These are the gross enrollment ratio (GER: new admissions divided

by the number of six year olds) and the net enrollment ratio (NER: admis-

sions of six year olds divided by the total number of six year olds). While

the GER gives an idea of the amplitude of annual admissions in relation

to the number of hildren of the age to be admitted and of the apaity of

the system to aept them, on the other hand, it gives no information on

what is happening to a ohort with respet to admission. The NER only

indiates the proportion of hildren of a ohort who enter shool at the

normal admission age.

In Madagasar, the GER tended to derease for a number of years,

before stabilizing at a level above 100%. The estimates of the GER from

our study and from the Ministry of National Eduation are shown in Table

4.1. However, the latter onerns the whole ountry, inluding the urban
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Table 4.1. OÆial GERs, along with shool admissions, six year old

hildren, and GERs estimated from the sample, along with their 95% on-

�dene interval (CI).

1990 1991 1992 1993

GER (Ministry) 104.7 103.5 100.5 100.5

Admissions 346 441 449 520

Children age 6 430 371 432 404

GER (Study) 80.5 118.9 103.9 128.7

CI (69.6, 93.0) (103.2, 136.9) (90.8, 118.9) (112.7, 147.0)

areas. The two sets of result thus agree fairly losely, given that those from

the study have sampling error in both the numerator and denominator.

From the data olleted from the survey, it is possible, in ontrast, to

estimate indies of admission that are muh more preise and relevant:

� the rate of admission by age for a given ohort (admission of the

hildren in the ohort at eah age divided by the number in the

ohort);

� the umulative rate of admission at the latest at some given age, by

ohort;

� the rate of admission of eah ohort (obtained by adding the rates by

age for a ohort for all possible ages of admission).

If preise and valid data are not olleted on the distribution of ages of

those newly enrolled during the annual ensus of shools, this survey pro-

vides the only instrument allowing one to follow the admission history eah

generation of hildren.

The rates of admission by age for eah ohort in the study are given

in Table 4.2 and those for the umulative rate of admission at the latest

at some given age, by ohort, in Table 4.3. The estimates in these tables

show that, during the last few years, hildren from suessive ohorts have

tended to enroll in primary shool at a younger age. This trend is striking

by its size and regularity. It lari�es the reasons for the evolution of the

GER reorded over reent years: to a large extent, this evolution results

from a redution in late admissions. The lak of admission of older hildren

is disappearing. In other words, the lowering of the GER does not result

from fewer hildren going to shool, but this must be heked by following

future admissions of the ohorts that have just begun shool.

We see, for example, that the 1982 ohort has a global admission rate

of 85% at 11 years old, in spite of the fat that it had only 18% at seven

years. In ontrast, the 1986 ohort already had a rate of 65% at seven years

old. Thus, we an predit that at least 90% of the hildren in these reent

ohorts have been or will be enrolled in shool, at one moment or another.
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Table 4.2. Shool admissions (%) by ohort and age.

Age

Cohort 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1977 7.6 11.0 9.8 5.3 3.0 2.3 0.4

1978 10.2 10.6 14.7 6.5 5.1 0.3 0.3

1979 6.5 10.0 21.1 13.5 6.8 2.7 2.7

1980 5.9 12.4 22.8 14.8 14.2 7.4 1.5

1981 2.5 4.3 16.9 17.8 19.2 9.8 7.1

1982 4.2 14.1 20.1 25.1 13.0 8.2

1983 7.7 14.9 22.3 22.1 14.4

1984 10.2 20.5 26.1 20.2

1985 11.6 29.2 28.9

1986 20.0 44.8

1987 30.1

Table 4.3. Cumulative shool admissions (%) by ohort and age.

Age

Cohort 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1977 7.6 18.6 28.4 33.7 36.7 39.0 39.4

1978 10.2 20.8 35.5 42.0 47.1 47.4 47.7

1979 6.5 16.5 37.6 51.1 57.9 60.6 63.3

1980 5.9 18.3 41.1 55.9 70.1 77.5 79.0

1981 2.5 6.8 23.7 41.5 60.7 70.5 77.6

1982 4.2 18.3 38.4 63.5 76.5 84.7

1983 7.7 22.6 44.9 67.0 81.4

1984 10.2 30.7 56.8 77.0

1985 11.6 40.8 69.7

1986 20.0 64.8

1987 30.1

In other words, the ountry is lose to global admission in rural areas, and

probably also throughout the ountry.

The level of GER, greater than 100%, an thus be explained by ath-

ing up on admissions at the older ages, given that the rate of admission by

ohort is over 90%. For the analyses of the data of this survey, one and

only one admission was reorded per hild (that of the shool year when

the parents �rst delared that the hild was enrolled at shool). Thus, it

is learly impossible that the admission data inlude reinsriptions after

dropping out. In ontrast, this situation ould very well happen with the

ensus statistis, given the way in whih they are olleted. It is also not

possible to laim a bias resulting from the use of estimated demographi

data, as for the alulation of the ensus GER and NER. The enrollment
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Table 4.4. Shool admissions (%) for those not already in shool by

ohort and age.

Age

Cohort 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1977 10.0 15.8 21.3 15.1 9.0 6.3 0.9

1978 12.1 14.8 28.7 17.9 15.3 1.2 1.0

1979 7.1 11.9 31.5 29.9 21.0 10.1 8.8

1980 6.1 13.7 30.4 28.9 36.9 31.3 7.9

1981 1.1 18.9 24.6 34.9 27.2 23.8

1982 21.4 25.4 41.6 37.4 33.7

1983 16.4 29.4 41.3 43.1

1984 23.3 39.1 49.3

1985 35.6 53.6

1986 62.0

and population statistis ome from the same information base, the house-

holds. The only risk of bias in this survey ould onern an over-delaration

of enrollment of their hildren by the parents (or an under-delaration of

non-enrolled hildren).

The rates of admission by age in Table 4.2 will be used in Chapter 5 to

study the delay in starting to shool.

4.2 Admissions, 1993

In order to alulate usable probabilities of �rst admission, we need to

onsider, at any point in time, only those hildren who have never yet been

enrolled. The data by ohort are given in Table 4.4. Here, we shall only

look at admissions in 1993; this orresponds to the bottom diagonal of the

table.

Beause the variable `whether the hild enters shool or not' is binary,

we �t the logisti model of Equation (3.1) where � is here the probability

of �rst admission.

4.2.1 CHILDREN

We start from 1412 observations (all the hildren who were more than

6 years old and who had not gone to shool before) and a null model

with deviane 1858.3. Aording to our rule for exluding non-signi�ant

variables stated in the �rst hapter, six out of the 12 variables in this

group have been retained. The deviane of the model is 1037.5 with 1001

degrees of freedom from 1009 observations. At this stage, 403 observations

have been weighted out due to missing values in some of the explanatory

variables. The result is shown in Table 4.5.

Probability of starting shool dereases with age, as one might expet.

It is greater for those fething water and doing the shopping but strangely
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Table 4.5. Admissions to shool with variables for the hildren. (N =

1009;M = 403)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 3.352 0.374 BIOLOGIC

AGE �0.438 0.038 RICE

SEX �0.062 0.157 BROTHER

WATER 1.264 0.171 CLOTHES

MEALS �2.049 0.917 ANIMALS

SHOPPING 0.641 0.155 AFOOD

FIELD �0:415 0.212

AGE.MEALS 0.141 0.085

less for hildren helping prepare the meals (see the table in Setion B.2).

It is also lower for hildren working in the �elds. It is interesting to note

that there is no signi�ant di�erene for sex, although this variable is kept

in the model provisionally. Apparently, there is no disrimination against

girls.

The fat that a hild fethes water is the fator with positive e�et on

the probability of admission that is largest and most signi�ant. Perhaps,

parents take advantage of the daily trips of the shool hildren to have them

bring bak water. This ould be logial for the hildren not yet at shool

may be too young to do it, while those older than eight or nine are all either

in shool or involved in produtive ativities. This variable is perhaps more

important than preparing meals or shopping beause bringing water is a

task that hildren of both sexes an be asked to do. In ontrast to fething

water and shopping, the e�et of preparing meals is negative but dereases

with age.

4.2.2 FAMILY

We now keep these signi�ant variables for the hildren in the model and

add the 16 variables referring to the family's harateristis. After exlud-

ing the non-signi�ant variables one by one, four of them were signi�ant.

The new deviane for our model is now 829.0 with 859 degrees of freedom

from 872 observations. 137 observations were lost beause of the missing

values of these variables, for a total of 540. The results are shown in Table

4.6.

The probability of admission is higher if the father partiipates in the

soial ativities of the village and if the mother an read. Surprisingly, it

also inreases with the distane from the supply of water (see the table

in Setion B.3), espeially for girls. It is smaller for religions other than

Catholi and Protestant.
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Table 4.6. Admissions to shool with variables for the hildren and the

family. (N = 872;M = 540)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 3.525 0.445 HAREA

AGE �0.469 0.044 HWALL

SEX �0.167 0.187 SPMEAT

WATER 1.104 0.193 ACTIV

MEALS �1.267 1.040 FAMSIZE

SHOPPING 0.469 0.176 NUMBCH

FIELD �0.424 0.238 FATHED

AGE.MEALS 0.066 0.098 FREAD

SOCACT 0.382 0.174 DISTMIN

MREAD 0.876 0.181 REASON

DISTWAT 0.153 0.101 LANGSC

RELOTHER �0.826 0.183 HOLPRF

SEX.DISTWAT 0.298 0.144

The ability of the mother to read, then, has a positive inuene on the

probability of admission. In ontrast, the number of years of eduation is

not a signi�ant explanatory variable. Real abilities, and not just formal

shooling, is what really ounts. This tends to on�rm other studies indi-

ating that several years of shool does not neessarily translate into the

aquisition of basi knowledge (or that the latter tends to disappear with

time). It ould also indiate a large variability in learning among adults

having taken the same number of years of shooling.

4.2.3 VILLAGE

After adding all of the variables for the village group, and deleting those

that were non-signi�ant, only one of the nine variables remained signi�-

ant, aording to the rules we use, the size of the village. The new model,

whih inludes variables for the hild's and family's harateristis, as well

as that for the di�erenes aross villages, has a deviane of 784.8 with 819

degrees of freedom from 834 observations. At this stage, 38 further obser-

vations were weighted out, for a total of 578. The results are in Table 4.7.

The probability of starting shool inreases with the size of the village,

espeially for the younger hildren.

4.2.4 SCHOOLS

At this point we add variables referring to the shools existing in the villages

into the model. The types of shools in the village are not signi�ant enough
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Table 4.7. Admissions to shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, and the village. (N = 834;M = 578)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 2.799 0.634 AGRV

AGE �0.411 0.064 HERDV

SEX �0.196 0.192 FISHV

WATER 1.008 0.199 MARKET

MEALS �1.538 1.102 SHOP

SHOPPING 0.445 0.182 DISTF

FIELD �0.312 0.244 CATHV

AGE.MEALS 0.086 0.104 PROTV

SOCACT 0.449 0.181

MREAD 0.786 0.186

DISTWAT 0.158 0.101

RELOTHER �0.909 0.188

SEX.DISTWAT 0.312 0.146

VSIZE 0.006 0.003

AGE.VSIZE �0.000 0.000

to be kept in the model. The deviane of our new model is 738.3 with 817

degrees of freedom from 834 observations. The two variables, open shool

and number of shools, have no extra missing values, for an unhanged

total of 578. The results are presented in Table 4.8.

The probability of admission inreases with the number of shools in

the village and if there is an open shool.

As one might expet, eduational availability has is a signi�ant fator

in determining the probability of admission, have a strong positive e�et.

This relationship is espeially lear when there is a funtioning shool in

the village, as ompared to when there is not (or a losed shool). But, the

number of shools also plays a role: it is not suÆient that one shool be

available in a village for all eduational demand to be met.

4.2.5 VARIABLE REMOVAL

At this stage, we remove the variables that have beome non-signi�ant,

starting with those that entered the model most reently. Thus, we shall

take out whether or not the hild does the shopping and works in the �elds

and the interation between sex and preparing the meals.

This proedure redues the number of missing values to 556, leaving

856 observations. The deviane is now 751.7 with 842 degrees of freedom.

The results are shown in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.8. Admissions to shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, the village and the shool. (N = 834;M = 578)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 1.363 0.690

AGE �0.408 0.066

SEX �0.269 0.199

WATER 1.131 0.206

MEALS �0.296 0.254

SHOPPING 0.258 0.190

FIELD �0.296 0.254

AGE.MEALS 0.053 0.109

SOCACT 0.376 0.187

MREAD 0.837 0.194

DISTWAT 0.124 0.101

RELOTHER �0.653 0.199

SEX.DISTWAT 0.318 0.147

VSIZE 0.007 0.003

AGE.VSIZE �0.001 0.000

NUMBSCH 0.473 0.278

OPSCH 1.206 0.399

Table 4.9. Admissions to shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, the village and the shool, after removal of unneessary variables.

(N = 856;M = 556)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 1.377 0.655

AGE �0.413 0.062

SEX �0.249 0.195

WATER 1.166 0.199

MEALS �0.470 0.283

SOCACT 0.391 0.184

MREAD 0.824 0.191

DISTWAT 0.141 0.098

RELOTHER �0.658 0.196

SEX.DISTWAT 0.357 0.141

VSIZE 0.007 0.003

AGE.VSIZE �0.001 0.000

NUMBSCH 0.412 0.271

OPSCH 1.380 0.389
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Table 4.10. Admissions to shool with variables for the hildren, the

family, the village, the shool, and the provines. (N = 856;M = 556)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 1.483 0.710

AGE �0.406 0.063

SEX �0.295 0.199

WATER 1.303 0.215

MEALS �0.524 0.289

SOCACT 0.379 0.192

MREAD 0.732 0.200

DISTWAT 0.091 0.101

RELOTHER �0.443 0.216

SEX.DISTWAT 0.368 0.142

VSIZE 0.007 0.003

AGE.VSIZE �0.001 0.000

NUMBSCH 0.509 0.294

OPSCH 1.402 0.403

Fianarantsoa �0.606 0.308

Mahajanga 0.419 0.394

Antisranana �0.914 0.368

Toamasina 0.111 0.353

Toliara 0.580 0.558

4.2.6 REGIONAL DIFFERENCES

When introduing the variable that takes into aount the di�erent hara-

teristis of the regions in the ountry, we �nd that living in ertain regions

an have a signi�antly di�erent e�et on whether hildren was admitted

to shool or not. The deviane of our new model is 727.1 with 837 degrees

of freedom from 856 observations. The results are shown in Table 3.7.

In two of the provines, Fianarantsoa and Antsiranana, we �nd that

in omparison with the region of Antananarivo (taken as the referene

level), the probability of hildren starting to shool is signi�antly lower. In

ontrast, for Mahajanga and Toliara, it is higher. For the other provine,

Toamasina, there is no di�erene in the probability of hildren going to

shool with respet to the region of Antananarivo.

As for enrollment, these results ontrast with the gross data in Setion

B.6. There, the admission rates in Fianarantsoa, Antisranana, and Toa-

masina are about one-half those in the other three provines. Thus, the

variables in the model an explain the low admission rate in Toamasina

but not in the other two provines. The model also indiates that the

provine of Antananarivo has a higher admission rate than it should, given
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the variables in the model.

4.3 Conlusions

From our �nal model, we an see that the main sub-groups of variables

a�eting the admission to shool refer to the harateristis of the hildren

themselves and to their family; several variables for the work that the

hildren do at home are signi�ant. Children from more ative and more

eduated families also have a better hane of going to shool. Indeed, they

are the main variables hanging the probability to start shool (apart from

the age of the hildren, whih shows that older hildren have generally a

lower probability to be admitted shool).

No variables referring to the villages where the hildren live are signi�-

ant in the �nal model. On the other hand, the probability for the hildren

to go to shool inreases onsiderably with the availability of shools in the

village.
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Delay in starting shool

In this hapter, we shall be interested in analyzing the possible explanations

for hildren starting shool late. In the Madagasar eduational system,

hildren should start shool when they are six years old. However, this is

not always the ase; in the period from 1989 to 1993 some hildren delayed

more than �ve years to start shool and the average delay was 2.54 years.

We only onsider the years sine 1989 beause the earlier years of the older

hildren are missing so that the mean delay is under-estimated.

5.1 Cohort analysis

Table 4.2 gave the delays in starting to shool for the various ohorts (sim-

ply subtrat six from the ages). That table an be rearranged by year,

instead of ohort, as in Table 5.1. This shows the distribution of ages

of hildren, eah year, starting to shool for the �rst time. However, the

perentages for the shorter delays for the earlier years are overestimated

beause of the missing upper right orner of the table.

The reasons for hildren starting shool late may have hanged over

time, due to the development of Madagasar during the last few years.

Thus, we deided �rst to build a more general model where all the hildren

starting shool between 1989 and 1993 were taken into aount, based on

Table 5.1. Delay in starting to shool (% and number) by year.

Delay

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1989 12.3 16.2 24.0 25.3 25.3 14.0 8.1

38 50 74 78 78 43 25

1990 12.8 15.8 17.8 20.0 12.5 13.0 4.8 3.5

51 63 71 79 50 52 19 14

1991 14.6 14.8 18.7 17.1 16.1 9.3 4.9 2.9 1.6

75 76 96 88 83 48 25 15 8

1992 17.9 23.2 17.9 17.3 8.3 7.9 4.6 1.7 0.2 0.9

97 126 97 94 45 43 25 9 1 5

1993 16.0 30.0 20.6 11.7 9.7 4.8 4.3 0.8 1.7 0.2 0.2

97 182 125 71 59 29 26 5 10 1 1
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the data in this table; seondly, we look at the speial ase of hildren

starting shool in 1993 (the last line of the table). The average delay has

dereased in reent years, with an average delay of 2.17 years to start shool

in 1993.

The delay for enrollment at shool an go from zero years (if the hild

starts when he/she is six years old) up to ten years of delay. We shall �t

a generalized linear regression model with a Poisson distribution. In this

model, the log average delay has a linear relationship on the explanatory

variables:

log(�) = �
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where � is the average delay to start going to shool, �

k

k = 1; : : : ;K, are

the regression oeÆients for the di�erent explanatory variables, and x

k

are the explanatory variables.

The explanatory variables used and the method of introduing them are

the same as in the previous hapters. The method to selet the signi�ant

variables is unhanged. But in this ase, the hildren who were six years

old and had started going to shool are taken into aount.

5.2 Delay, 1989{1993

Here we shall disuss the delay observed for all the hildren who started

shool in the period 1989 to 1993. In the data set there were hildren who

seemed to start shool before they were six years old. This ould be due to

a oding error or to parents taking their hildren to shool earlier. There

are 65 hildren who started when they were �ve; these were inluded in our

model as if they had no delay. However, those who started shool when

they were two, three or four years old aording to the data set (overall,

only 20 hildren) are exluded; if they are not oding errors, they are the

hildren of the teahers.

To take into aount the gradual hange in delay over the years, we

inlude a linear trend in time in the model.

5.2.1 TIME TREND FOR AVERAGE DELAY

Our �rst interest in this setion is to hek how the delay hanges during

the period observed. This an be done by reating a new variable (YEAR)

whih is given values from one to �ve to those hildren starting in 1989 up

to 1993, respetively.

If we look at Table 5.2 for the average delay during the years observed,

we �nd a smooth derease from 1989 up to 1993. (Reall, from Table 5.1,

that the earlier years are under-estimated.) For that reason, we deided

to inlude in the model the variable YEAR to take into aount the linear

trend.
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Table 5.2. Average delay on eah year of the sampling period (1989{

1993)

Year 1993 1992 1991 1990 1989

Average delay 2.17 2.33 2.77 2.79 2.87

Table 5.3. Delay to enroll at shool with only the linear time trend as

explanatory variable. (N = 2447)

Fitted variable Estimate Standard error

Constant 1.096 0.023

YEAR �0.075 0.009

When we �t only this variable as explanatory variable for the delay

to enroll at shool (see Table 5.3), we �nd the linear term to be highly

signi�ant. The deviane for this model is 3913.1 with 2445 degrees of

freedom from 2447 observations as ompared to a null deviane of 3982.4

with 2446 degrees of freedom.

From this point, the usual proedure of adding the hildren, family,

village, shool, and region variables will be followed.

5.2.2 CHILDREN

Most of the variables hosen for the harateristis of the hildren are sig-

ni�ant at this point. From the �fteen variables �tted in the model, ten

were signi�ant. Unfortunately, there is a major problem of non-random

missing values so that we are only able to retain a three variables in the

model. The deviane of the model is 3457.5 with 2226 degrees of free-

dom from 2232 observations (having started with 2447 observations). The

results are shown in Table 5.4.

At �rst sight, it seems that girls delay slightly less in entering shool

than boys, keeping other variables �xed. The point estimate of the ratio

of the average delay for girls to the average delay for boys is

�̂ =

�̂

g

�̂

b

= exp(�0:133)

= 0:88

where �

g

and �

b

are the average delay to enroll at shool for girls and boys,

respetively, � is the ratio of the two averages, and the `hat' means that they

are estimated values (aording to our model) for those quantities. This

means that the girls' delay is, on average, 0.88 times that of boys. This
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Table 5.4. Delay to start shool with variables for the hildren. (N =

2232;M = 215)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 1.156 0.031 BIOLOGIC

YEAR �0.088 0.011 RICE

+

SEX �0.162 0.032 SHOPPING

+

CLOTHES �0.093 0.070 WATER

+

SEX.CLOTHES 0.161 0.068 MEALS

+

YEAR.CLOTHES 0.116 0.021 BROTHER*

FIELD

+

AFOOD*

ANIMALS

+

type of alulation an be made in the same way for any of the variables

in our model.

There is no signi�ant di�erene in the delay between the hildren who

are the biologial members of the families sampled and those who are not.

Amongst the tasks found to have a signi�ant relation to the delay, we

�nd getting the water, pounding the rie, washing the lothes of the family,

doing the small shopping, helping to prepare the meals for the family, taking

are of the animals raised by the family, and working in the �elds. All of

them exept shopping have a positive relationship to the delay to enroll

at shool, whih means that hildren started shool later if they had to

do any of those tasks. Unfortunately, all of the variables exept washing

the lothes appear to have non-random missing values, so are not inluded

in the model. For the domesti tasks, the missing values tend to be for

hildren with short delays, while, for the agriultural tasks, it is for those

with long delays. Two other variables were found to have non-signi�ant

inuene on the delay to enroll at shool: taking are of their brothers and

sisters and getting the food for the animals of the family.

Washing the lothes inreases the delay for the girls and has had an

inreasing inuene over the years.

5.2.3 FAMILY

The introdution of the family group of variables into the model does not

hange any of the onlusions already made in the previous setion. All

the variables for hildren in the model before remain signi�ant and do not

hange sign. For the new variables, only �ve out of the 18 in this group

were found to be signi�ant at this point. The deviane dereases to 2568.4

with 1717 degrees of freedom from 1731 observations. Beause these �ve

variables were added, 501 observations were weighted out at this stage.
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Table 5.5. Delay to start shool with variables for the hildren and the

family. (N = 1731;M = 716)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 1.469 0.147 HWALL

YEAR �0.180 0.052 SPMEAT*

SEX 0.020 0.082 ACTIV

CLOTHES �0.084 0.082 FAMSIZE

SEX.CLOTHES 0.175 0.081 SOCACT

YEAR.CLOTHES 0.095 0.025 MREAD

HAREA �0.001 0.001 FREAD

NUMBCH 0.043 0.009 DISTWAT

FATHED �0.093 0.013 REASON

DISTMIN 0.000 0.001 HOLPRF

+

LANGSC3 �0.393 0.136 RELIGION*

SEX.NUMBCH �0.034 0.013

YEAR.DISTMIN 0.001 0.000

YEAR.LANGSC3 0.077 0.052

The results are in Table 5.5.

The area of the house shows a negative relationship with the delay

to enroll at shool; this means that the delay for a hild to start shool

dereases with house area where his/her family lives inreasing. This is a

logial onlusion beause generally, larger house area means a wealthier

family and a wealthier family generally takes more are with their hildren's

eduation. On the other hand, in less wealthy families, paying for the shool

might produe �nanial problems, so that their hildren would be delayed

in starting to shool.

Families with a large number of hildren show a longer delay for their

hildren to start shool, espeially the boys. This is in aordane with

what we said before, beause families with lots of hildren usually have

more �nanial problems, leading to problems to keep their hildren in the

shool. Instead, they may let their hildren do some work for the family

(e.g., getting water, taking are of the animals, et.).

More eduation for the father means a shorter delay for his hildren to

go to shool. This an be seen from the negative estimate of the oeÆient

of that variable. Suh a father may are more about the eduation of

his hildren beause he understands better the importane of having an

eduational bakground.

A important result obtained from our model refers to the inreased delay

to start shool if the distane from the family to the shool (measured in

minutes) is longer, this e�et inreasing over the years. Obviously, parents
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are about the safety of the hildren and know that the younger ones should

not walk long distanes every day to enroll at shool. Thus, when the shool

is far away, perhaps parents would rather defer the entrane to the shool

several years than let their hildren start shool at six years old.

For some reason, delay to start shool is lower in families where the

preferene is to teah the hildren at shool in both Frenh and Malagasy

rather than one or the other, but this dereases over the years.

Many variables in this group were found to have non-signi�ant e�et

on the delay to enroll at shool (see Table 5.5). Some of those variables

ould have ertain assoiations with the variables already in the model (e.g.

the size of the family and the number of hildren in the family; whether the

father and the mother an read, and the level of eduation of the father,

et.); so when one of them is signi�ant, the rest of variables might have a

weaker inuene on the delay to go to shool.

5.2.4 VILLAGE

At this stage, only four of the ten village variables heked in our model

are signi�ant. All the variables that were in the model before remain

signi�ant and with no hanges in sign, so that similar onlusions as before

hold for this setion. The new deviane for our model is 1928.2 with 1286

degrees of freedom from 1305 observations. By adding these variables,

426 observations were weighted out at this stage. Almost one half of the

observations are now missing. The results are given in Table 5.6.

For the villages where the main ativity is breeding animals, where the

majority of people are Catholi or whih are further form the distrit's

apital, their hildren show more delay in beginning shool than hildren

in other villages. On the other hand, for the villages with a shop, the

average delay for boys to go to shool is smaller.

Other variables found to be non-signi�ant on the average delay are the

size of the village; whether the village is based on agriulture or �shing;

and whether there is a market in the village or not.

5.2.5 SCHOOLS

No variables in this group are found to be signi�ant at this point. The

model therefore stays the same as previously. All the previous ones inluded

are still needed.

5.2.6 REGIONAL DIFFERENCES

To see how the delay for hildren to start shool hanges aross the dif-

ferent provines, we add the variable for the provines sampled into the

model (provine Antananarivo is taken as the referene level). The results

inluding this new variable, removing the interation between distane to

water and year, are given in Table5.7. The deviane of this model is 1916.1

with 1282 degrees of freedom from 1305 observations.
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Table 5.6. Delay to start shool with variables for the hildren, the

family and the village. (N = 1305;M = 1142)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 1.260 0.201 AGRV

+

YEAR �0.068 0.071 FISHV

SEX �0.107 0.105 MARKET

CLOTHES 0.141 0.096 VSIZE

SEX.CLOTHES 0.213 0.096 PROTV*

YEAR.CLOTHES 0.088 0.030

HAREA �0.001 0.001

NUMBCH 0.041 0.010

FATHED �0.087 0.016

DISTMIN 0.000 0.001

LANGSC3 �0.170 0.187

SEX.NUMBCH �0.034 0.015

YEAR.DISTMIN 0.001 0.000

YEAR.LANGSC3 0.033 0.071

HERDV 0.083 0.039

SHOP �0.162 0.051

DISTF 0.000 0.000

CATHV 0.098 0.037

SEX.SHOP 0.166 0.075

From the table we see that the hildren living in Antananarivo show a

signi�antly longer delay to start shool in omparison with the hildren

living in other provines, one the other variables in the model have been

taken into aount. The hildren living in Antisranana and Toliara have

signi�antly less delay than the four other regions, whih are all similar.

5.3 Delay, 1993

In this setion we just take the hildren who atually started shool in 1993,

as a speial ase of the model above; hildren starting earlier are not used.

As for the previous setions, the observations with missing values for the

explanatory variables were exluded from the model. The starting number

of observations is 606 hildren with a deviane of 1008.2.

5.3.1 CHILDREN

Firstly we introdue the variables for the di�erent harateristis of the

hildren. Almost all the signi�ant variables refer to the tasks that the

hildren must do at home. The deviane of our model is 766.0 with 514
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Table 5.7. Delay in 1989 to start shool with all �ve groups of the

variables. (N = 1305;M = 1142)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 1.361 0.126

YEAR �0.103 0.019

SEX �0.117 0.106

CLOTHES �0.113 0.097

SEX.CLOTHES 0.194 0.096

YEAR.CLOTHES 0.088 0.030

HAREA �0.001 0.001

NUMBCH 0.038 0.010

FATHED �0.091 0.016

DISTMIN 0.000 0.001

LANGSC3 �0.212 0.094

SEX.NUMBCH �0.032 0.015

YEAR.DISTMIN 0.001 0.000

HERDV 0.062 0.041

SHOP �0.162 0.053

DISTF 0.000 0.000

CATHV 0.097 0.039

SEX.SHOP 0.155 0.075

Fianarantsoa �0.054 0.056

Mahajanga �0.047 0.060

Antisranana �0.151 0.071

Toamasina �0.060 0.069

Toliara �0.243 0.079

degrees of freedom from 528 observations. The results are given in Table

5.8.

If we ompare this model with the one in the previous setion whih

inluded all the hildren starting shool between 1989 and 1993, we see that

almost all of the variables are required in this model, with the exeption of

the variable for the time trend. A major di�erene is that, here, there is

no longer an indiation of the missing values being non-random.

The tasks that the hildren must do suh as housework (arrying the

water, pounding the rie, washing the lothes, helping to prepare the meals,

going on short shopping errands) and agriulture (taking are of the an-

imals, working in the �elds, �nding food for the animals) are all, exept

three, fators whih inuene positively the delay: they are related to an

inreased delay to start shool.

Doing the shopping dereases the delay for the girls but not the boys.
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Table 5.8. Delay to start shool in 1993 with variables for the hildren.

(N = 528;M = 78)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 0.339 0.134 BROTHER*

SEX 0.054 0.101

BIOLOGIC 0.159 0.112

WATER 0.185 0.070

RICE 0.165 0.068

CLOTHES �0.295 0.175

MEALS 0.282 0.099

SHOPPING 0.043 0.086

ANIMALS 0.179 0.078

FIELD 0.329 0.079

AFOOD �0.190 0.170

SEX.CLOTHES 0.624 0.193

SEX.SHOPPING �0.254 0.121

SEX.AFOOD �0.618 0.400

Washing the lothes inreases the delay for the girls but dereases it for

the boys. Finding animal food dereases the delay muh more for the girls

than for the boys.

Among the non-work variables, there appears to be a slightly longer

delay for boys to enter shool than for girls, but it is non-signi�ant. If the

hild is a biologial member of the family, there is also more hane for the

hild to start shool late.

Although most of the variables related to work ould not be inluded

in the more general model for all the hildren, not all were signi�ant in

any ase, whereas here they all are. This might imply an inreasing need

of the hildren help at home over the years, for example due to a lowering

standard of living.

In this setion only one variable is not signi�ant, this is whether the

hild must take are of his brothers or sisters. This variable has non-random

missing values but is not signi�ant one inluded in the model; therefore

this task does not seem to inuene the delay in starting shool.

5.3.2 FAMILY

From this family sub-group, four variables are kept in the model, in ontrast

to only two inluded in the model for all the hildren starting shool in the

full period (the area of the house and the number of hildren); they are both

signi�ant and the signs are the same. The two other variables inluded at

this point are whether the mother an read and the main reason for putting
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Table 5.9. Delay to start shool in 1993 with variables for the hildren

and the family. (N = 492;M = 114)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 0.073 0.195 HWALL*

SEX 0.119 0.205 SPMEAT*

BIOLOGIC 0.163 0.132 ACTIV

WATER 0.196 0.074 FAMSIZE

RICE 0.154 0.070 RELIGION*

CLOTHES �0.125 0.186 SOCACT

MEALS 0.208 0.105 FATHED

+

SHOPPING 0.014 0.091 FREAD

+

ANIMALS 0.202 0.081 DISTWAT

FIELD 0.291 0.085 DISTMIN

+

AFOOD �0.219 0.176 LANGSC

SEX.CLOTHES 0.434 0.209 HOLPRF

+

SEX.SHOPPING �0.257 0.128

SEX.AFOOD �0.624 0.406

HAREA �0.007 0.002

NUMBCH 0.084 0.018

MREAD �0.204 0.093

REASON2 0.203 0.069

SEX.HAREA 0.005 0.003

SEX.NUMBCH �0.063 0.025

SEX.MREAD 0.233 0.132

hildren in shool (shool not far away, free books and the relationships

between the diretor and the teahers). The deviane of the new model is

681.8 with 471 degrees of freedom from 492 observations. The results are

in Table 5.9.

As we said in the previous setion, the area of the house has a negative

relation to the delay to enroll at shool (so hildren living in the family

with larger houses delay less), but here the e�et is mainly for boys. We

an also see that the larger the number of hildren in the family, the longer

the delay to start shool, one again mainly for the boys. The results for

the variable referring to whether the mother is able to read has a negative

inuene on delays as expeted beause a higher level of eduation for the

mother implies less delay in starting shool, but one more only for the

boys.

Several of the main reasons for the parents to put the hildren in shool

are signi�ant; if the shool is not far away (REASON1, the number orre-

sponds to the numbered reason in Setion B.3), whether the books are free
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(REASON3), and if the relationships between the diretor and the teahers

are good (REASON9) are all similar. All of them are ompared to the rest

of the reasons given to put the hildren in the shool (these are used as the

referene level). Those parents giving the �rst ones show a higher average

delay to enter shool than the rest of reasons (so that if parents are more

about those reasons they will be more likely to keep the hildren at home

until they get older).

Finally, four other variables were signi�ant but have non-random miss-

ing values and ould not be inluded in the model. The �rst two are related

to the level of eduation the father has. The other two variables are whether

the parents would like to hange the main shool holidays for the hildren

and the time in minutes to go from the house to the shool.

5.3.3 VILLAGE

Four more variables enter the model at this stage; only two were inluded

in the model for all the hildren starting shool in the full period (the

distane to the distrit apital and whether the majority of the people in

the village are Catholi or not); they are both signi�ant but the sign of

the �rst has hanged. The other two variables that have entered the model

are whether the village has a market or not and whether the majority of

the people of the village are Protestant. The deviane of the new model is

552.3 with 391 degrees of freedom from 416 observations. The results are

in Table 5.10.

As ould be expeted the presene of a market in the village inuenes

negatively the delay in starting shool; this result is the same for the dis-

tane to the distrit's apital as the delay for starting shool dereases as

the distane shortens.

For villages where the majority of people are Protestant, their female

hildren show a shorter delay in enrollment at shool than in other villages.

5.3.4 SCHOOLS

Two of the shool variables are signi�ant and enter the model. These are

the presene of both a private and a publi shool in the village, and if any

are losed or not. The deviane of the new model is 539.2 with 381 degrees

of freedom from 408 observations. The results are in Table 5.11.

The result for type of shool is surprising beause the presene of more

shools implies more important delays for starting shool (see the table

in Setion B.5). On the other hand, greater delay when there is a losed

publi or private shool is to be expeted.

5.3.5 VARIABLE REMOVAL

At this stage, we remove the variables that have beome non-signi�ant,

starting with those that entered the model most reently. Thus, we shall
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Table 5.10. Delay to start shool in 1993 with variables for the hildren,

the family, and the village. (N = 416;M = 190)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 0.176 0.234 AGRV*

SEX 0.339 0.231 HERDV*

BIOLOGIC 0.166 0.160 FISHV*

WATER 0.190 0.083 SHOP

RICE 0.200 0.079 VSIZE

CLOTHES �0.044 0.207

MEALS 0.247 0.121

SHOPPING 0.103 0.101

ANIMALS 0.239 0.091

FIELD 0.301 0.095

AFOOD �0.144 0.207

SEX.CLOTHES 0.293 0.230

SEX.SHOPPING �0.377 0.139

SEX.AFOOD �0.377 0.503

HAREA �0.007 0.003

NUMBCH 0.087 0.021

MREAD �0.282 0.102

REASON2 0.239 0.077

SEX.HAREA 0.005 0.003

SEX.NUMBCH �0.077 0.029

SEX.MREAD 0.271 0.143

MARKET �0.302 0.121

DISTF �0.001 0.000

PROTV �0.030 0.126

SEX.PROTV �0.350 0.182

take out whether the hild must prepare the meals, �nd the food for the

family animals, or feed the animals, and if the hild is a biologial member

of the family.

This proedure leaves the number of missing values at 198, with 408

observations remaining. The deviane is now 541.5 with 384 degrees of

freedom. The results are shown in Table 5.12.

5.3.6 REGIONAL DIFFERENCES

When we inlude in the model the variable to take into aount the vari-

ability aross the provines, we �nd the results in Table 5.13. For the two

provines, Antisranana and Toliara, the average delay in starting shool is

smaller than the others, as in the more general model taking into aount
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Table 5.11. Delay to start shool in 1993 with variables for the hildren,

the family, the village, and the shool. (N = 408;M = 198)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 0.187 0.236 NUMBSCH

SEX 0.331 0.235

BIOLOGIC 0.140 0.161

WATER 0.213 0.085

RICE 0.190 0.080

CLOTHES �0.072 0.207

MEALS 0.271 0.122

SHOPPING 0.122 0.102

ANIMALS 0.238 0.092

FIELD 0.300 0.097

AFOOD �0.113 0.207

SEX.CLOTHES 0.362 0.232

SEX.SHOPPING �0.397 0.142

SEX.AFOOD �0.359 0.503

HAREA �0.007 0.003

NUMBCH 0.088 0.021

MREAD �0.295 0.104

REASON2 0.214 0.079

SEX.HAREA 0.005 0.003

SEX.NUMBCH �0.086 0.029

SEX.MREAD 0.301 0.145

MARKET �0.351 0.123

DISTF �0.001 0.000

PROTV �0.080 0.132

SEX.PROTV �0.299 0.187

TYPESCH2 0.320 0.134

TYPECSCH2 0.511 0.265

all the years observed. The deviane of this model is 524.5 with 380 degrees

of freedom from 408 observations.

5.4 Changes in delay, 1989{1993

If we ompare the model inluding all the hildren who started shool over

the period studied with the model for starting shool in 1993, we �nd that

the reasons explaining the average delay hange to some degree. The main

group of variables a�eting both models refers to the ativities that the

hildren must do at home, but these have a lot of non-random missing

values in the �rst ase. These variables have a positive and signi�ant
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Table 5.12. Delay to start shool in 1993 with variables for the hil-

dren, the family, the village, and the shool, after removal of unneessary

variables. (N = 408;M = 199)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 0.324 0.191

SEX 0.329 0.234

WATER 0.211 0.085

RICE 0.199 0.080

CLOTHES �0.069 0.207

MEALS 0.280 0.122

FIELD 0.293 0.096

SEX.CLOTHES 0.356 0.232

SEX.SHOPPING �0.402 0.142

HAREA �0.008 0.003

NUMBCH 0.088 0.021

MREAD �0.287 0.103

REASON2 0.216 0.079

SEX.HAREA 0.006 0.003

SEX.NUMBCH �0.087 0.029

SEX.MREAD 0.294 0.145

MARKET �0.351 0.123

DISTF �0.001 0.000

PROTV �0.084 0.132

SEX.PROTV �0.313 0.187

TYPESCH2 0.327 0.134

TYPECSCH2 0.530 0.264

inuene on the average delay (i.e. they inrease the delay).

In 1993, the family and village variables are slightly di�erent from the

general model. Hene, we ould say that the delay to enroll at shool is

mainly a�eted by the hildren's variables (or more preisely, by deisions

made by their parents). As more housework tasks are present in 1993, that

inrease the delay, it might be assumed that the parents' point of view

has hanged in reent years. They may now require more help from their

hildren perhaps due to the inreasing living osts.

We an onlude that the reent drop in new admissions at the �rst year

of primary shool seems largely explained by a normalization of the age of

admission, with hildren tending more and more to enter shool around six

or seven years old.



Table 5.13. Delay in 1993 to start shool with all �ve groups of the

variables. (N = 408;M = 198)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 0.339 0.216

SEX 0.255 0.232

WATER 0.263 0.087

RICE 0.248 0.082

CLOTHES 0.206 0.108

MEALS 0.266 0.123

FIELD 0.255 0.097

SEX.SHOPPING �0.326 0.143

HAREA �0.008 0.003

NUMBCH 0.085 0.021

MREAD �0.308 0.106

REASON2 0.275 0.080

SEX.HAREA 0.005 0.003

SEX.NUMBCH �0.082 0.029

SEX.MREAD 0.337 0.145

MARKET �0.374 0.125

DISTF �0.001 0.000

PROTV �0.067 0.139

SEX.PROTV �0.290 0.187

TYPESCH2 0.221 0.137

TYPECSCH2 0.429 0.265

Fianarantsoa 0.125 0.118

Mahajanga �0.023 0.123

Antisranana �0.385 0.152

Toamasina 0.116 0.148

Toliara �0.284 0.174
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6

Repeaters

In this hapter, we shall look at the fators that inuene hildren repeating

their year. This is not the same as the pass rate beause it does not take

into aount the hildren dropping out after a failure. Madagasar follows

the Frenh system of high failure rates in primary shool, not the virtually

automati passing found in many English-speaking ountries. This operates

from the very �rst year of primary eduation.

6.1 Cohort analysis

The rates of repeating for eah ohort by age are given in Table 6.1. Given

the sampling variation, these values are fairly onstant over the ohorts.

They are around 30% until about nine or ten years old, dropping somewhat

for the older ages. This redution may be partly explained by hildren who

have failed several times dropping out. Of ourse, some of the older hildren

are in seondary shool where the failure rate appears to be lower. Thus,

we an onlude that the rate of repeating has not really hanged over the

years.

Table 6.1. Shool repeaters (%) by ohort and age when they failed.

Age

Cohort 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1977 33.3 24.0 24.0 17.7 18.2 19.8 24.0

1978 26.7 31.1 20.2 17.2 27.0 19.3 13.6

1979 11.1 29.4 29.5 26.5 21.8 21.5 24.7

1980 36.7 27.8 22.4 20.8 24.0 28.3

1981 27.0 30.4 26.8 21.7 25.6

1982 27.1 29.7 20.7 32.5

1983 30.6 28.6 31.5

1984 30.3 31.8

1985 34.7
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Table 6.2. Repeaters with variables for the hildren. (N = 1853;M =

262)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 0.829 0.401 BIOLOGIC

AGE �0.225 0.037 MEALS

SEX �1.462 0.539 BROTHER

WATER 0.306 0.128 CLOTHES

RICE 0.278 0.112 ANIMALS

SHOPPING 0.169 0.106 AFOOD

CLASS 0.197 0.045 FIELD

SEX.AGE 0.110 0.045

6.2 Repeaters, 1992{1993

We shall study the hildren who were in the same year at shool in both

1992 and 1993. This orresponds to the bottom diagonal of Table 6.1. Of

the 2115 hildren for whom we have data in these two years, some (57)

were already in the same lass the previous year.

6.2.1 CHILDREN

We start with 2115 hildren: those who were at least seven in 1992 and who

were in shool in both 1992 and 1993 and for whom we have information

about their year of study. The null deviane is 2524.6. Six variables are sig-

ni�ant, giving a deviane of 2158.2 with 1845 degrees of freedom for 1853

observations. Missing values aount for the remaining 262 observations.

The results are given in Table 6.2.

The probability of repeating is lower for girls and diminishes with age,

but less rapidly for the girls. On the other hand, given the other variables

in the model, it inreases with the year in shool.

A hild has more hane of repeating if he or she has to feth water,

pound the rie, or do the shopping. This ontrasts with the e�et of these

variables for the other response variables studied, where they favourably

a�et the eduation of the hild. It may be in the poorest families, that are

however motivated to send their hildren to shool, that the hildren must

perform these domesti tasks. Notie that none of the agriulture tasks

enter the model.

6.2.2 FAMILY

After heking the family variables, we �nd that a large number (7), are

signi�ant. (Although the standard errors for hoie of language are large,

removing it inreases the deviane by 5.4.) However, 338 observations are
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Table 6.3. Repeaters with variables for the hildren and the family.

(N = 1515;M = 600)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 1.168 0.626 RELIGION

AGE �0.289 0.042 REASON

SEX �1.465 0.595 DISTMIN

WATER 0.334 0.143 DISTWAT

RICE 0.278 0.126 ACTSOC

SHOPPING 0.090 0.117 SPMEAT

CLASS 0.305 0.056 NUMBCH

SEX.AGE 0.102 0.050 HOLPRF

HAREA �0.005 0.003 HWALL

ACTIV �0.298 0.154

FAMSIZE 0.073 0.024

FATHED �0.239 0.063

MREAD �0.295 0.138

FREAD 0.451 0.192

LANGSC2 0.004 0.391

LANGSC3 0.369 0.357

lost due to missing values. The new deviane is 1757.6 with 1499 degrees

of freedom for 1515 observations. The results appear in Table 6.3. Among

the previous variables, doing the shopping beomes non-signi�ant.

The probability of repeating dereases with the wealth of the family,

as measured by the size of the house, and when the father is ative in the

village. On the other hand, it inreases with the size of the family.

Not surprisingly, all of the eduation variables enter the model. The

probability of repeating is lower in families where the father has more

eduation and where the mother an read. But, given the other variables,

it is higher if the father an read. It is also higher if the family prefer the

hild to be taught in both Malagasy and Frenh.

6.2.3 VILLAGE

Only two of the village variables enter the model. The deviane is 1656.5

with 1429 degrees of freedom from 1448 observations. Here, 66 more ob-

servations are lost due to missing values. The results are in Table 6.4.

The most striking result is that repeating ours muh less in villages

where the main ativity is herding (see the table in Setion B.4), espeially

for the younger hildren. On the other hand, it is higher in Protestant

villages than the others.
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Table 6.4. Repeaters with variables for the hildren, the family, and the

village. (N = 1448;M = 667)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 1.722 0.680 AGRV

AGE �0.326 0.047 FISHV

SEX �1.548 0.615 MARKET

WATER 0.302 0.148 SHOP

RICE 0.245 0.130 VSIZE

SHOPPING 0.060 0.122 DISTF

CLASS 0.294 0.058 CATHV

SEX.AGE 0.111 0.052

HAREA �0.004 0.003

ACTIV �0.214 0.159

FAMSIZE 0.065 0.025

FATHED �0.290 0.067

MREAD �0.238 0.144

FREAD 0.463 0.201

LANGSC2 0.166 0.398

LANGSC3 0.419 0.360

HERDV �2.033 0.670

PROTV 0.268 0.133

AGE.HERDV 0.129 0.056

None of the other variables, espeially those onerning the size or the

wealth of the village, enter the model.

6.2.4 SCHOOLS

Only the type of shool is signi�ant at this stage. The deviane is 1597.6

with 1392 degrees of freedom from 1414 observations (34 additional missing

values). The results are given in Table 6.5.

The important result here is that private shools have a onsiderably

higher rate of repeating than do publi shools (see the table in Setion

B.5).

As one might expet, neither the number of shools nor the fat that

there is a losed shool in the village inuenes the rate of repeating.

6.2.5 VARIABLE REMOVAL

Three variables an now be eliminated, as non-signi�ant, with a gain of

40 observations. These are doing the shopping, if the father is ative in the

village, and the hoie of language at shool. The deviane is now 1647.6
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Table 6.5. Repeaters with variables for the hildren, the family, the

village, and the shools. (N = 1414;M = 701)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 1.545 0.714 NUMBSCH

AGE �0.337 0.048 TYPECSCH

SEX �1.837 0.630

WATER 0.327 0.151

RICE 0.224 0.133

SHOPPING 0.114 0.125

CLASS 0.301 0.060

SEX.AGE 0.134 0.053

HAREA �0.004 0.003

ACTIV �0.203 0.164

FAMSIZE 0.068 0.025

FATHED �0.283 0.068

MREAD �0.289 0.148

FREAD 0.474 0.207

LANGSC2 0.123 0.399

LANGSC3 0.362 0.361

HERDV �2.190 0.684

PROTV 0.232 0.139

AGE.HERDV 0.143 0.057

TYPESCH2 0.213 0.219

TYPESCH3 0.577 0.276

TYPESCH4 0.465 0.282

with 1436 degrees of freedom from 1454 observations. The results are in

Table 6.6.

None of the other relationships already disussed hange greatly.

6.2.6 REGIONAL DIFFERENCES

After introduing the di�erenes among the provines, we an eliminate

two variables: the area of the house and whether the hild pounds the

rie (with a gain of 52 observations). Apparently, these two variables vary

greatly among the provines. The new deviane is 1650.2 with 1485 degrees

of freedom from 1506 observations.

The rate of repeating is muh higher in Mahajanga and Antisranana

and lower in Fianarantsoa than in the three other provines (see the table

in Setion B.6). The soio-eonomi variables in the model are not able to

aount for these di�erenes.
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Table 6.6. Repeaters with variables for the hildren, the family, the

village, and the shools, after removing non-signi�ant variables. (N =

1454;M = 661)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 1.969 0.594

AGE �0.354 0.048

SEX �1.935 0.621

WATER 0.346 0.149

RICE 0.182 0.129

CLASS 0.322 0.058

SEX.AGE 0.141 0.052

HAREA �0.004 0.003

FAMSIZE 0.061 0.025

FATHED �0.267 0.065

MREAD �0.280 0.145

FREAD 0.491 0.202

HERDV �2.489 0.673

PROTV 0.267 0.135

AGE.HERDV 0.165 0.056

TYPESCH2 0.176 0.217

TYPESCH3 0.557 0.269

TYPESCH4 0.453 0.280

6.3 Conlusions

As one would expet, the level of eduation of the parents plays a entral

role in whether the hildren repeat or not. However, the positive e�et

of the father reading, inreasing the probability of repeating, is somewhat

puzzling.

The other important results are the role of domesti tasks as assoiated

with more repeating, in ontrast to the results in other hapters, and the

good showing of the herding villages.

Obviously, onsiderable work has to be done to equalize hanes among

the provines.
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Table 6.7. Repeaters with variables for the hildren, the family, the

village, the shools, and the provines. (N = 1506;M = 609)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 0.880 0.624

AGE �0.313 0.047

SEX �1.642 0.619

WATER 0.330 0.147

CLASS 0.319 0.058

SEX.AGE 0.122 0.052

FAMSIZE 0.069 0.025

FATHED �0.289 0.066

MREAD �0.242 0.149

FREAD 0.486 0.208

HERDV �2.056 0.672

PROTV 0.276 0.143

AGE.HERDV 0.132 0.056

TYPESCH2 0.396 0.224

TYPESCH3 1.111 0.285

TYPESCH4 0.826 0.297

Fianarantsoa �0.356 0.211

Mahajanga 0.956 0.195

Antisranana 0.864 0.236

Toamasina �0.083 0.246

Toliara 0.081 0.234
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7

Dropouts from shool

It is interesting and important to understand the reasons why hildren do

not ontinue on to �nish their eduation (mainly primary eduation) one

they start shool. In this hapter, we shall �t logisti models to analyse

the reasons why hildren dropped out of shool.

A dropout here is de�ned as follows: if a hild was in shool in 1990,

but he/she stopped going to shool for the next three years, this hild

is onsidered to be a dropout. We hose the three year period during

whih the hild is not in shool so as not to inlude hildren who drop out

temporarily for a year or two. We ode our response variable as one for a

hild who dropped out of shool ; otherwise, we ode the response variable

as zero.

7.1 Cohort analysis

The dropout rate was alulated by age and by ohort, taking the number

of dropouts observed divided by the total number of enrolled hildren (of

a given age and ohort), given that the hild did not return to shool

within three years. In other words, when a hild was no longer found in

the eduational system for three years, we onsidered her or him to have

dropped out.

Taking into aount the three year delay, we an only observe a re-

strited number of ohorts: we annot go further than the 1983 ohort who

were seven years old in 1990 and for whom we must wait until 1993 to

determine if they really dropped out at seven. In eah ell of Table 7.1,

we divided the observed number of dropouts by the number enrolled that

year.

The rate of dropouts is never very high. It seems to be a bit larger for

the older ohorts. A hild who drops out before 12 seems to do it most

often early on, that is about seven. But the number of observations is too

small to be able to draw very strong onlusions.

7.2 Dropouts after 1990

From the total number of 4012 hildren, we exluded the hildren who

were less than or equal to six-year-old in 1990. From the hildren whose
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Table 7.1. Dropouts from shool (%) by ohort and age.

Age

Cohort 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1977 8.8 5.3 3.8 9.7 9.0

1978 6.5 2.7 4.4 8.8 2.1

1979 11.1 0.0 4.2 4.5 2.1

1980 6.5 1.4 3.1 1.9

1981 8.1 3.4 3.1

1982 5.6 1.4

1983 4.0

Table 7.2. Dropouts with variables for the hildren. (N = 1041;M =

195)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant �9.815 9.252 RICE

AGE 0.115 0.143 BROTHER

SEX �4.772 2.953 ANIMALS

BIOLOGIC 5.737 9.118 FIELD

WATER �0.678 0.411 SHOPPING

CLOTHES �1.068 0.607 AFOOD

MEALS �1.046 0.672

SEX.AGE 0.470 0.261

ages were more than six years, we also exluded these hildren who were

not enrolled in shool in 1990, beause these hildren do not provide any

information about the dropouts also. After exluding these hildren, we

have total 1236 observations for 1990, among whih there are 40 hildren

who dropped out of shool the next year (for at least three years) and 1196

hildren who were enrolled in shool for at least a part of the period in

question.

Starting from these remarks, we �t a logisti model to analyze the

important reasons why hildren drop out of shool. We shall use the model

of Equation (3.1) where � is here the probability of dropout. The method

to introdue the explanatory variables and to selet the signi�ant ones is

the same as before.

7.2.1 CHILDREN

For the total 16 variables in the group for the hildren, six of them were

found to be signi�ant. The result is shown in the Table 7.2. The deviane

of the model is 217.8 with 1033 degrees of freedom from 1041 observations.
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At this stage, 195 observations were weighted out beause of missing values.

For the three variables personally about the hild (age, sex and being

a biologial member of the family or not), we know from the result that

the age of a hild positively a�ets the dropout. i.e., the older a hild,

espeially a girl, the larger probability to drop out of shool. Biologial

members of the family have higher probability of dropping out. This may

be beause non-biologial members of the household are sent to the family

speially to go to shool. Sex is not signi�ant but is retained until �nal

variable removal.

The other three variables in the model onern the domesti tasks that

hildren have to do for their family (getting the water, washing the lothes,

and helping to prepare the meals). For these variables, we see that the

hildren who have to do these tasks have a lower probability to drop out of

shool than other hildren. The other variables of this kind suh as taking

are of the animals raised by their families, taking are of brothers or sisters,

working in the �elds, et. have no signi�ant inuene on dropping out.

7.2.2 FAMILY

After adding all the variables in the family group and exluding the non-

signi�ant ones, only two are kept in the model. They refer to the ativity

of the father in the village and whether the religion of the head of the

family is Protestant. The result is shown in the Table 7.3. The deviane

of the model is 185.8 with 916 degrees of freedom from 927 observations.

114 observations were weighted out beause of adding these three variables

about the families.

If the father is a farmer, the probability of dropping out inreases with

the age of the hild.

The religion of the head of the family seems to have a signi�ant ex-

planatory e�et on the probability of hildren dropping out of shool. We

�nd that Protestants are the only ones to have a signi�ant higher aver-

age of dropouts. The positive estimate of the oeÆient for this variable

means that when the father of the family belongs to another religion than

Protestant, the hildren have a muh lower probability of dropping out of

shool.

It is worth noting that the eduation level of the parents (FATHED,

FREAD, and MREAD) does not have a signi�ant inuene on their hil-

dren's dropout.

At this stage, all the signi�ant variables oming from the former group

are still signi�ant. Most of the oeÆients are unhanged. The onlusions

we drew in the previous setion still hold after adding the variables for the

families.
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Table 7.3. Dropouts with the variables for hildren and family. (N =

927;M = 309)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 19.890 41.64 HAREA

AGE �4.319 4.667 HWALL

SEX �4.457 2.973 SPMEAT

BIOLOGIC 7.690 25.52 FAMSIZE

WATER �0.576 0.431 NUMBCH

CLOTHES �1.105 0.622 SOCACT

MEALS �0.991 0.704 FATHED

SEX.AGE 0.455 0.263 MREAD

ACTIV �33.030 32.950 FREAD

RELPROT 1.002 0.429 DISTWAT

AGE.ACTIV 4.534 4.671 DISTMIN

REASON

LANGSC

HOLPRF

7.2.3 VILLAGES

When adding the variables for the village, only one of the ten variables in

this group was signi�ant and hene was kept in the model. This is the

variables onerning whether there is a shop in the village or not. At this

point, the model had the deviane of 157.5 with 817 degrees of freedom

from 830 observations. 97 observations were weighted out at this stage.

The results are given in Table 7.4.

There being a shop in the village seems to have strong negative link to

the dropouts of the hildren in the village,espeially as their age inreases.

i.e., if there are shops in the village, the (older) hildren in this village

drop out of shool less. This is reasonable beause there being shops in the

village generally means that the village is more developed and riher.

The other variables suh as the size of the village, whether the village

being mainly agriultural, �shing, or breeding animals or not, and the

majority religion of the people in the village, do not have the signi�ant

inuene on the hildren's dropouts.

7.2.4 SCHOOLS

When we introdue the variables for the shools into the model, we �nd

that none are signi�ant. This may not be surprising beause we are here

onerned with retaining hildren already in shool.
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Table 7.4. Dropouts with the variables for hildren, family, and village.

(N = 830;M = 406)

Signi�ant Standard Omitted

variables Estimate error variables

Constant 19.420 45.33 AGRV

AGE �4.278 4.932 HERDV

SEX �5.618 3.311 FISHV

BIOLOGIC 7.601 29.01 MARKET

WATER �0.748 0.469 DISTF

CLOTHES �1.029 0.680 CATHV

MEALS �0.513 0.751 PROTV

SEX.AGE 0.551 0.292 VSIZE

ACTIV �33.960 34.79

RELPROT 0.986 0.467

AGE.ACTIV 4.682 4.932

SHOP 3.790 3.324

AGE.SHOP �0.436 0.294

7.2.5 VARIABLE REMOVAL

With our omplete model for the four groups of variables, we an now on-

sider eliminating any variables that have beome non-signi�ant. The only

ones that an be removed refer to the hildren. We remove being a biolog-

ial member of the family and if the hild helps prepare the meals. The

new deviane is 164.2 with 830 degrees of freedom from 841 observations.

The results are given in Table 7.5.

None of the relationships hange very muh from the previous models.

7.2.6 REGIONAL DIFFERENCES

In order to see if there are di�erenes in dropout among the six provines,

we add this variable to the model. The result are shown in Table 7.6. The

deviane of the model dereases to 149.7 with 825 degrees of freedom by

adding this variable; there are still 841 observations.

With Antananarivo as the referene level, we see that hildren who

live in Fianarantsoa, and perhaps Antsiranana and Toamasina, drop out

of shool more than those who live in Antananarivo. Toliara has no drop

outs in the sample.

To on�rm our onlusions, we also give the table of the frequenies

and the perentages of the dropouts (see Table 7.7). There are two parts

in this table; one is for all the observations (i.e., the hildren who were more

than six-year-old in 1994 and went to shool that year) and another is with

only the observations used in the �nal model (i.e., deleting the observations

whih have missing values in the explanatory variables of the model)
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Table 7.5. Dropouts with the variables for hildren, family, village, and

shool, after removing non-signi�ant variables. (N = 841;M = 395)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 27.520 34.56

AGE �4.344 4.895

SEX �5.619 3.185

WATER �0.789 0.458

CLOTHES �1.337 0.649

SEX.AGE 0.554 0.283

ACTIV �34.410 34.53

RELPROT 1.090 0.458

AGE.ACTIV 4.741 4.894

SHOP 3.755 3.204

AGE.SHOP �0.447 0.284

From this table, we also see that Fianarantsoa and Toamasina have

larger perentages of the dropouts. The perentages for Antananarivo and

Antsiranana are almost the same, as are those for Mahajanga and Toliara.

However, these values do not take into aount di�erenes among the re-

gions in the other variables in the model.

It is worth to note that by deleting the missing values in the explana-

tory variables, the perentage of the dropouts for Toamasina derease while

that for Fianarantsoa inreases. This is an indiation that missing values

are not randomly missing. For example, for Toamasina, there are propor-

tionally more missing values in the explanatory variables for the hildren

who dropped out of shool than those who did not drop out of shool.

7.3 Conlusions

There are several fators whih have the signi�ant inuene on the dropouts:

(1) the hild's age;

(2) the tasks that hildren do for their families;

(3) the family's position in the village;

(4) the prosperity of the village, as indiated by it having a shop.

As in all of the hapters, it is worth emphasizing that these onlusions

should be arefully used in pratie. There are a large number of missing

values in the data set, and they are generally not randomly missing.

In ontrast to what is often thought, the dropout rate in Madagasar

is fairly low. This result agrees with the high rate of enrollment up to 13

years old.



Table 7.6. Dropouts for all �ve groups of variables. (N = 841;M = 395)

Signi�ant Standard

variables Estimate error

Constant 26.590 33.20

AGE �4.313 4.692

SEX �6.844 3.483

WATER �0.659 0.475

CLOTHES �1.252 0.660

SEX.AGE 0.677 0.309

ACTIV �35.550 33.16

RELPROT 1.434 0.500

AGE.ACTIV 4.791 4.693

SHOP 5.328 3.493

AGE.SHOP �0.567 0.308

Fianarantsoa 1.618 0.611

Mahajanga �0.503 1.129

Antsiranana 1.044 0.911

Toamasina 0.844 0.823

Toliara �6.974 16.07

Table 7.7. Comparison of dropouts within the provines.

Dropout Dropout

(with all observations at (with observations in the

the beginning) �nal model)

Provines 0 1 Perentage 0 1 Perentage

Antananarivo 349 8 2.2% 260 6 2.3%

Fianarantsoa 242 15 4.1% 152 11 7.2%

Mahajanga 210 2 0.9% 145 1 0.7%

Antsiranana 130 4 3.0% 62 2 3.2%

Toamasina 145 11 7.1% 87 3 3.4%

Toliara 120 0 0.0% 112 0 0.0%
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8

Disussion

As a onlusion to this report, we shall give some disussion about the data

set, the variables and the models we have �tted and the results obtained.

We shall also point out the problems we found at the di�erent stages of the

analyses.

8.1 Data set

As we said in Chapter 2, this data set was obtained by questioning eah

family about their hildren. So, as with any other data sets obtained in

this way, it is very ommon to obtain many missing values, espeially for

large sale investigations like this.

In our data set, most of the explanatory variables inluded missing

values. Some of them even inluded more than 500 missing values. The

ombination of the missing values in the di�erent variables made the num-

ber of observations available in the �nal model derease sometimes to lose

to half the size of the set we started a model with. Furthermore, some of

the variables with many missing values were very important both for the

enrollment and for the delay to start shool.

A very important problem we found with the missing values was that

they were not randomly missing. Generally, there were more missing values

for the hildren who did not go to shool than for the hildren who did go

to shool.

The fat that the missing values were not randomly missing had per-

verse e�ets on the response variable; in the ase of the logisti models, the

ombination of missing values aross explanatory variables in the model

an make too many observations disappear from one of the ategories of

the response variable (either too few zeros or too few ones). For exam-

ple, for the enrollment at shool in 1993, before �tting any variables we

had 1109 hildren not enrolled at shool and 2584 hildren enrolled; but in

the �nal model, we only had 564 hildren not enrolled at shool but 1826

hildren enrolled. This means that 49% of the observations for hildren

not enrolled at shool were deleted, but only 29% of the observations for

hildren enrolled at shool were deleted. This ourred in spite of the fat

that some variables with a lot of missing values were not used beause we

believed that these values were not missing at random. There were also
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similar problems for the response variables in other hapters.

The perverse e�ets also appeared in the explanatory variables, hang-

ing sometimes the real diretion of the relationship. For example, for the

distane to the soure of drinkable water, if we only exlude the missing

values for that variable, the average distane walked for hildren who were

in shool in 1993 is 246.8 metres and for hildren who were not in shool

in 1993 is 304.9 metres. When we take into aount the missing values

for the explanatory variables in the model for enrollment, the average dis-

tane walked by the hildren who were in shool in 1993 is redued to 236.5

metres, while for the hildren who were not in the shool, the distane is

222.7 metres. In other words, the ombination of missing values hanges

the average size of the explanatory variable di�erently for eah level of the

response variables. This variable was not used in the �nal models (for this

reason).

Instead of weighting out the missing observations, we ould use other

tehniques to deal with the missing values, suh as �tting a regression model

to predit them. However, given the size of the data set and the large num-

ber of missing values for many variables, this would require onsiderable

extra work.

We also found several problems due to the oding of the variables.

Either the oÆial oding was not followed or the variables were not oded

appropriate to measure what it should have. Some variables had to be

eliminated from our models and many others were left unused beause of

their misleading de�nitions.

8.2 Variables

The number of variables in this data set was over 1000; this is a very large

number for the number of observations we had, so a seletion of variables

was needed if we wanted to keep a good proportion between variables and

observations.

We hose approximate 50 variables that in our opinion ould have had

an important e�et on the response variables. Of ourse, there ould be

other variables whih we did not take into aount but whih ould have a

signi�ant explanatory e�et on the models we �tted.

8.3 Models

A usual way to hek whether the models are well �tted or not, is to

use Q-Q plots (i.e. plot of the ordered standardized residuals against the

Normal quantiles). If the model is well �tted, the ordered residuals should

represent a 45 degree line. However, we must admit that it is impossible

for the standardized residuals to �t that line exatly (residuals are never

perfet!).

We drew a Q-Q plot for most of the logisti models we have �tted. A
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regression line slightly deviated from the atual 45 degree line, but for well

�tted models, the regression line beomes almost equal to that 45 degree

line.

The Q-Q plot for the log linear model of the average delay to start

shool with a Poisson distribution is quite lose to the 45 degree line, exept

for the smaller residuals. There is a slight urvature on the plot, whih

ould be due to a trend in the residual plot (perhaps beause there are

important variables not inluded in the model). However, onsidering the

large number of observations and variables in our model, we think these

plots are quite good; this would mean that the models used for the response

variables are reasonable.

8.4 Results

8.4.1 ENROLLMENT

The probability of enrollment at shool appears to have its most important

adversaries in the ativities that the hildren must do at home (working on

the �elds, getting food for the animals of the family, et.) but unfortunately

these all seem to have non-random missing values. Beause of this, the

variables for the harateristis of the family seem to have taken on an

inordinately signi�ant e�et while the loal di�erenes aross villages do

not even appear in the model. On the other hand, the presene and type of

shool have a major impat (although must be nuaned due to the problems

with the variables for the hildren). We may presume that larger, more

developed villages give more hanes to hildren to enrolling at shool.

Light domesti work is linked to a greater probability of attending

shool, whereas agriulture tasks go in the opposite diretion. Children

who go to shool look after the light work whereas those who stay at home

do the heavier work that requires full time involvement and/or a timetable

inompatible with shool hours. We do not know if this division ours

within or between families.

The eduational level and the wealth (size of the house) of the parents,

as well as the father's partiipation in soial ativities, are favourable to

attending shool.

The existene of a shool, publi or private, inuenes attendane. It

is striking that girls have a higher hane of attending shool in villages

having only a private shool. The fat that a shool is available does not

neessarily exhaust the demand. In so far as the number of shools is not

onfounded with the size of village, it seems that there may be a plae for

both publi and private shools from the point of view of the behaviour of

the families. In the same way, the losure of a shool, publi or private,

tends to derease the probability of attendane.
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8.4.2 ADMISSION

The probability of admission only depends on one variable eah of the

domesti and agriulture tasks, being favourably linked with the �rst and

negatively with the seond.

Several parental variables also have an e�et, but none of the village

ones. The mother's eduation level (evaluated by her ability to read, not

the level of study reahed) and being a Catholi or Protestant inrease the

hanes of admission.

The size of the village ould over the positive impat of the global

level of wealth, openness to the outside, and onsiousness of the e�ets of

eduation.

However, the single most important fator is if there is an open shool

in the village. It is the variable that has the strongest e�et on attending

shool.

8.4.3 DELAY

The delay to start shool has dereased during the years sampled. Here we

looked at 1989 to 1993. Again, beause many of the hildren's variables

have non-random missing values and annot be inluded in the model, the

family variables take extra prominene (this is on�rmed by the results for

1993 alone). Several of the village variables are also signi�ant.

The delay to enroll at shool in 1993 was positively a�eted by several

of the ativities that the hildren must do at home (arrying water, washing

up the lothes of the family, et.). Here, for one, they have the same rela-

tionship as the agriultural tasks, both being adverse to shooling. Several

parent and village variables also have important relationships. Di�erent

aspets of the family had a signi�ant e�et on the delay to start shool.

Most of them ould be related to the eduational and eonomi di�erenes

aross families: hildren in families with fewer hildren, larger houses, and

a mother who ould read, showed a shorter delay to start shool. Children

living in villages with a Protestant majority showed a shorter average delay

to start shool.

The higher is the level of eduation of the parents, the more often the

hild tends to start early. For all years together, it is the father's eduation,

while for 1993 it is the mother's. The larger is the house, the earlier the

hild starts; the more hildren in the family, the greater is the delay.

For the series of years, neither the presene of a shool nor its distane

a�eted the delay. However, in 1993, just the existene of a private shool

tended to be linked with inreased delay. This result may seem paradoxial

if we remember the strong growth of the private shools sine 1991, but

this movement has ourred mainly in the towns. An expliation may be

the lowering standard of living in the past few years. It may be a�eting

rural families to suh a point that they now prefer the publi shools for
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their hildren.

8.4.4 REPEATING

As would be expeted, the parents' eduation has a prime rôle in whether

the hildren repeat their year at shool. Given that helping with domesti

tasks inreases the risk of repeating, in ontrast to the e�et of these fators

on the other response variables, it appears that hildren in the families

losest to the margin of survival have the most hane of repeating.

8.4.5 DROPOUT

For the dropouts, the hildren's personal variables (age, sex, whether the

hildren are the biologial member of the family) play a greater role in

the early stages of the model building. In the end, only a few variables

stay in the model. None refer to the shools. We see, espeially, that the

probability of dropping out inreases rapidly with the age of the hild in

agriultural families.

8.5 Conlusions

On the basis of the data in this study, it appears lear that eduational

poliy onerning admitting and retaining hildren in primary shool should

onentrate on four omplementary objetives:

(1) redue the number of repeaters;

(2) onentrate ation in favour of better retention of hildren in primary

eduation;

(3) enourage the movement towards admission at the normal age of six;

(4) at to enourage the enrollment of the 5 to 7% of hildren who do

not now enter shool.

However, there is great variability among regions. The provines of Fianar-

antsoa, Antisranana, and Toamasina are generally far behind the others.

Only some of this an be explained by soio-eonomi fators, espeially

for Toamasina.

Many analyses remain to be done based on the data olleted: analysis

of the length of enrollment aording to the age of admission; study of the

wealth and spending of the families; analysis of the osts of eduation for

the family in relation to total spending and the number of hildren; hoie

of a publi or private shool; relationships between the opinions expressed

by the parents and their atual behaviour; and so on.

For a realisti and e�etive analysis of the available data, a team of �ve

to ten statistiians would have had to work for at least a year.

This study learly brings out the weight and omplexity of the intera-

tion among presene of a shool, family organization, and the eduational

level and wealth of the parents in making deisions onerning their hil-

dren enrolling in, attending, and dropping out of shool in rural areas. In
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this set of fators, the relative weight of the variables for the hild and the

family is very high: the Ministry of National Eduation obviously has no

possibility to intervene here. Its only area of ation onerns the existene

and loseness of shools. The potential e�et of the quality of teahing and

other shool variables has not been taken into aount in this study. These

results may lead the Ministry to reevaluate its room for ation with regard

to the objetive of universal enrollment.



Appendix A

List of explanatory variables

A.1 Children

SEX of the hild.

Boys Girls

2051 1961

AGE of the hildren.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

319 404 432 371 430 354 437 338 370 293 264

BIOLOGIC: Whether the hild was born within the family or not (for

example, he or she may be living with relatives).

No Yes

313 3699

BROTHER: Whether the hild takes are of brothers and sisters or not.

No Yes MV

2755 756 501

CLOTHES: Whether the hild washes the lothes or not.

No Yes MV

2706 820 486

WATER: Whether the hild gets the water or not.

No Yes MV

1270 2162 580

RICE: Whether the hild pounds the rie or not.

No Yes MV

2095 1423 494

MEALS: Whether the hild helps prepare the meals or not.

No Yes MV

2811 702 499
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SHOPPING: Whether the hild goes shopping or not.

No Yes MV

1756 1813 443

FIELD: Whether the hild works in the �elds or not.

No Yes MV

2606 929 477

ANIMALS: Whether the hild takes are of the animals or not.

No Yes MV

2749 789 474

AFOOD: Whether the hild gets food for the animals or not.

No Yes MV

3226 282 504

CLASS93: Year of shool of those hildren enrolled in 1993.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

844 640 486 292 252 59 54 20 9 5 3

A.2 Family

NUMBCH: Number of hildren in the family from six to 16 years old

(mean = 5:56).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

112 243 409 610 652 619 518 294 200 102 107 19

13 14 MV

14 5 108

FAMSIZE: Size of the family (mean = 8:08).

ACTIV: Ativity of father (whether he is a farmer or has another a-

tivity).

Other Farmer MV

718 3102 192

HAREA: Area of the house (mean = 30:79 m

2

).

HWALL: Material of onstrution of the walls of the house.

Other Hard MV

3671 309 32

SPMEAT: Amount of money (mean = 109,111 Malagasy Frans) spent

on meat by the family during the year.

DISTWAT: Distane from the house to the losest soure of drinkable

water (mean = 0:392 km).
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DISTMIN: Time in minutes to go from the house to the shool (mean

= 23:67).

RELIGION: Religion of the head of the family.

Protestant Catholi Other MV

1316 1307 1123 266

RELOTHER: Variable onstruted from the previous one: whether the

religion of the head of the family is other than either Catholi or Protestant.

FATHED: Level of eduation of the father of the family (mean = 1:52).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 MV

1120 755 1229 516 264 19 5 104

FREAD: Whether the father reads or not.

No Yes MV

964 2890 158

MREAD: Whether the mother reads or not.

No Yes MV

1532 2436 44

SOCACT: Whether the father partiipates in various soial and reli-

gious ativities or not.

No Yes

1911 2101

REASON (1 to 10): Most important reason why the parents deided

to put their hild in the shool (for an explanation of the ten levels of this

variable, see Appendix B).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 MV

1001 280 217 604 142 26 24 32 131 556 754 245

HOLPREF: When would the parents prefer the main shool holidays

for the hildren.

Rainy season Harvest No hange MV

1389 683 1716 224

LANGSCH: What language do parents want the hildren to learn at

the shool.

Malagasy Frenh Both MV

156 540 3055 261
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A.3 Village

DISTF: Distane to the faritany (distrit's apital, mean = 234:0 km).

VSIZE: Size of the village (mean = 177:8 houses).

AGRV: Whether the village is mainly agriultural or not.

No Yes MV

333 3650 29
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HERDV: Whether the village's main ativity is breeding animals or not.

No Yes MV

2556 1359 97

FISHV: Whether the village's main ativity is �shing or not.

No Yes MV

3278 137 597

SHOP: Whether there is a shop in the village or not.

No Yes MV

1099 2371 542

MARKET: Whether the village has a market or not.

No Yes MV

3408 472 132

CATHV: Whether the majority of the people in the village are Catholi

or not.

No Yes MV

2520 1327 165

PROTV: Whether the majority of the people in the village are Protes-

tant or not.

No Yes MV

2857 955 200

A.4 Shools

NUMBSCH: Number of shools in the village (mean = 0:953).

0 1 2 3

806 2670 455 81

OPSCH: Variable onstruted from the previous one: whether there is

an open shool in the village or not.

TYPESCH: Type of open shool in the village.

None Publi Private Both MV

739 2543 381 282 67

TYPECSCH: Type of losed shool in the village.

None Publi Private

3063 848 101
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A.5 Regions

PROV: Provine where the hild lives.

Antananarivo Fianarantsoa Mahajanga

862 826 608

Antsiranana Toamasina Toliara

557 817 342

A.6 Time trend

YEAR: Year of admission to shool.



Appendix B

Some desriptive statistis

In this appendix, we provide three tables for eah of the explanatory vari-

ables in our models. For the ontinuous variables, we give a table of the

average value of that variable for the enrollment, admission, and drop out

response variables. For the ategorial variables, we give a two-way table of

the marginal frequenies and the perentages for whether the hildren are

in shool or not in 1993, for admission in 1993, and for drop outs in 1990 as

well as the average age to start the shool in 1993 (subtrat six to obtain

the delay). In some ases, e.g. for those variables with distint ategories

but used in our models as ontinuous variables (e.g. age), we give a table

with all the marginal frequenies for eah ategory as well as a table with

the average value of the explanatory variable.

The only observations that were not inluded in the tables orrespond

to those hildren with age 6, beause they were not inluded in our model

exept in the model for delay.

N indiates the number responding, M the number of missing values,

and MV the missing values. For binary variables, the �rst ategory is oded

zero and the seond is one.

B.1 Response variables

ENROLLMENT: Children attending shool in 1993 or not. N =

3693

Average Enrollment

starting age 0 1 %

Total 8.172 1109 2584 70.0

Total

(not inl. those in

seondary) 1098 2460 69.1

ADMISSION: Children beginning shool in 1993. N = 1412

Admissions

0 1 %

Total 892 520 36.8
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AGE89: Age of hildren starting to shool from 1989 to 1993.

N = 2447

AGE89 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

358 497 463 410 315 215 120 43 19 6 1

AGE93: Age of hildren starting to shool in 1993. N = 606

AGE93 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

97 182 125 71 59 29 26 5 10 1 1

REPEAT: Children repeating their year in 1993. N = 2115

Repeaters

0 1 %

Total 1514 601 28.4

DROPOUT: Children attending shool in 1990, with those drop-

ping out for the three following years. N = 1236

Drop outs

0 1 %

Total 1196 40 3.2

B.2 Children

SEX of the hildren observed.

N = 3693;M = 0

Average Enrollment

SEX starting age 0 1 %

Boys 8.242 567 1334 70.2

Girls 8.105 542 1250 69.8

N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

SEX 0 1 %

Boys 469 262 35.8

Girls 423 258 37.9

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

SEX 0 1 %

Boys 761 314 29.2

Girls 753 287 27.6

N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

SEX 0 1 %

Boys 586 21 3.5

Girls 610 19 3.0
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Average AGE of the hildren.

N = 3693;M = 0

Enrollment

0 1

Average AGE 11.88 10.87

Frequeny of the AGE of the hildren sampled.

N = 3693;M = 0

Enrollment

AGE 0 1 %

7 107 297 73.5

8 117 315 72.9

9 86 285 76.8

10 101 329 76.5

11 63 291 82.2

12 123 314 71.9

13 79 259 76.6

14 134 236 63.8

15 148 145 49.5

16 151 113 42.8

N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

AGE 0 1 %

7 101 181 64.2

8 108 125 53.6

9 77 75 49.3

10 82 62 43.1

11 57 29 33.7

12 99 31 23.8

13 58 5 7.9

14 103 10 8.8

15 102 1 1.0

16 105 1 0.9
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N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

AGE 0 1 %

7 128 68 34.7

8 144 67 31.6

9 191 88 31.5

10 179 86 32.5

11 224 77 25.4

12 195 77 28.3

13 189 62 24.7

14 147 39 21.0

15 117 37 24.0

N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

AGE 0 1 %

7 97 4 4.0

8 137 2 1.4

9 185 6 3.1

10 203 4 1.9

11 238 5 2.1

12 185 4 2.1

13 151 15 9.0

BIOLOGIC: Whether the hild is the biologial member of the

family or not.

N = 3693;M = 0

Average Enrollment

BIOLOGIC starting age 0 1 %

No 8.113 102 179 63.7

Yes 8.178 1007 2405 70.5

N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

BIOLOGIC 0 1 %

No 82 51 38.3

Yes 810 469 36.7

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

BIOLOGIC 0 1 %

No 100 40 28.6

Yes 1414 561 28.4
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N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

BIOLOGIC 0 1 %

No 76 3 3.8

Yes 1120 37 3.2

BROTHER: Whether the hild takes are of brothers and sisters

or not.

N = 3255;M = 438

Average Enrollment

BROTHER starting age 0 1 %

No 8.177 720 1827 71.7

Yes 8.277 141 567 80.1

MV 7.756 248 190 43.4

N = 1175;M = 237

Admissions

BROTHER 0 1 %

No 588 361 38.0

Yes 102 124 54.9

MV 202 35 14.8

N = 1934;M = 181

Repeaters

BROTHER 0 1 %

No 1065 417 28.1

Yes 315 137 30.4

MV 134 47 26.0

N = 1109;M = 127

Drop outs

BROTHER 0 1 %

No 853 23 2.6

Yes 229 4 1.7

MV 114 13 10.2

CLOTHES: Whether the hild must wash the lothes of family

or not.

N = 3252;M = 441

Average Enrollment

CLOTHES starting age 0 1 %

No 8.059 712 1751 71.1

Yes 9.239 158 641 80.2

MV 7.830 239 192 44.5
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N = 1178;M = 234

Admissions

CLOTHES 0 1 %

No 595 413 41.0

Yes 106 64 37.6

MV 191 43 18.4

N = 1941;M = 174

Repeaters

CLOTHES 0 1 %

No 947 390 29.2

Yes 440 164 27.1

MV 127 47 27.0

N = 1118;M = 118

Drop outs

CLOTHES 0 1 %

No 677 25 3.6

Yes 412 4 1.0

MV 107 11 9.3

WATER: Whether the hild goes to get the water or not.

N = 3184;M = 509

Average Enrollment

WATER starting age 0 1 %

No 7.774 413 696 62.8

Yes 8.466 354 1721 82.9

MV 7.978 342 167 32.8

N = 1085;M = 327

Admissions

WATER 0 1 %

No 355 181 33.8

Yes 249 300 54.6

MV 288 39 11.9

N = 1965;M = 150

Repeaters

WATER 0 1 %

No 397 124 24.7

Yes 1005 439 30.2

MV 112 38 25.3
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N = 1103;M = 133

Drop outs

WATER 0 1 %

No 272 13 4.6

Yes 804 14 1.7

MV 120 13 9.8

RICE: Whether the hild pounds the rie at home or not.

N = 3258;M = 435

Average Enrollment

RICE starting age 0 1 %

No 7.914 601 1283 68.1

Yes 8.735 256 1118 81.4

MV 7.935 252 183 42.1

N = 1154;M = 258

Admissions

RICE 0 1 %

No 512 312 37.9

Yes 164 166 50.3

MV 216 42 16.3

N = 1959;M = 156

Repeaters

RICE 0 1 %

No 722 247 25.5

Yes 681 309 31.2

MV 111 45 28.8

N = 1117;M = 119

Drop outs

RICE 0 1 %

No 532 20 3.6

Yes 556 9 1.6

MV 108 11 9.2

MEALS: Whether the hild help to prepare the meals or not.

N = 3249;M = 444

Average Enrollment

MEALS starting age 0 1 %

No 8.067 716 1850 72.1

Yes 9.373 145 538 78.8

MV 8.000 248 196 44.1
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N = 1170;M = 242

Admissions

MEALS 0 1 %

No 596 425 41.6

Yes 98 51 34.2

MV 198 44 18.2

N = 1938;M = 177

Repeaters

MEALS 0 1 %

No 1010 413 29.0

Yes 369 146 28.3

MV 135 42 23.7

N = 1111;M = 125

Drop outs

MEALS 0 1 %

No 722 25 3.3

Yes 361 3 0.8

MV 113 12 9.6

SHOPPING: Whether the hild must go to do small shopping or

not.

N = 3304;M = 389

Average Enrollment

SHOPPING starting age 0 1 %

No 8.376 576 1077 65.2

Yes 8.060 304 1347 81.6

MV 7.937 229 160 41.1

N = 1197;M = 215

Admissions

SHOPPING 0 1 %

No 472 197 29.4

Yes 232 296 56.1

MV 188 27 12.6

N = 1959;M = 156

Repeaters

SHOPPING 0 1 %

No 678 241 26.2

Yes 723 317 30.5

MV 113 43 27.6
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N = 1127;M = 109

Drop outs

SHOPPING 0 1 %

No 571 21 3.5

Yes 526 9 1.7

MV 99 10 9.2

FIELD: Whether the hild works in the �elds or not.

N = 3271;M = 422

Average Enrollment

FIELD starting age 0 1 %

No 8.004 631 1726 73.2

Yes 9.146 250 664 72.6

MV 8.163 228 194 46.0

N = 1184;M = 228

Admissions

FIELD 0 1 %

No 542 400 42.5

Yes 167 75 31.0

MV 183 45 19.7

N = 1942;M = 173

Repeaters

FIELD 0 1 %

No 923 369 28.6

Yes 465 185 28.5

MV 126 47 27.2

N = 1127;M = 109

Drop outs

FIELD 0 1 %

No 660 16 2.4

Yes 439 12 2.7

MV 97 12 11.0

ANIMALS: Whether the hild must take are of animals of the

family or not.

N = 3271;M = 422

Average Enrollment

ANIMALS starting age 0 1 %

No 8.069 687 1827 72.7

Yes 8.522 191 568 74.8

MV 8.317 231 189 45.0
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N = 1190;M = 222

Admissions

ANIMALS 0 1 %

No 560 371 39.8

Yes 147 112 43.2

MV 185 37 16.7

N = 1936;M = 179

Repeaters

ANIMALS 0 1 %

No 1044 418 28.6

Yes 345 129 27.2

MV 125 54 30.2

N = 1116;M = 120

Drop outs

ANIMALS 0 1 %

No 811 20 2.4

Yes 275 10 3.5

MV 110 10 8.3

AFOOD: Whether the hild must go to get food for the animals

of the family.

N = 3246;M = 447

Average Enrollment

AFOOD starting age 0 1 %

No 8.184 814 2157 72.6

Yes 7.967 70 205 74.5

MV 8.163 225 222 49.7

N = 1188;M = 224

Admissions

AFOOD 0 1 %

No 659 447 40.4

Yes 53 29 35.4

MV 180 44 19.6

N = 1914;M = 201

Repeaters

AFOOD 0 1 %

No 1234 495 28.6

Yes 138 47 25.4

MV 142 59 29.4
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N = 1104;M = 132

Drop outs

AFOOD 0 1 %

No 947 25 2.6

Yes 127 5 3.8

MV 122 10 7.6

CLASS: Child's lass at shool.

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

CLASS 0 1 %

1 444 171 33.2

2 408 154 27.4

3 290 122 29.6

4 199 53 21.0

5 92 84 47.7

6 48 9 15.8

7 18 6 25.0

8 10 2 16.7

9 4 0 0.0

10 1 0 0.0

N = 1229;M = 7

Drop outs

CLASS 0 1 %

1 453 10 2.2

2 347 10 2.8

3 209 8 3.7

4 107 7 3.3

5 49 4 7.5

6 17 0 0.0

7 6 0 0.0

8 0 1 100.0

9 0 0 |

10 1 0 0.0

B.3 Family

NUMBCH: Number of hildren in the family.

N = 3588;M = 105

Enrollment

0 1

Average NUMBCH 5.715 5.511
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N = 1373;M = 39

Admissions

0 1

Average NUMBCH 5.673 5.426

N = 2053;M = 62

Repeaters

0 1

Average NUMBCH 5.605 5.663

N = 1190;M = 46

Drop outs

0 1

Average NUMBCH 5.723 5.590

FAMSIZE: Size of the sampled family.

N = 3693;M = 0

Enrollment

0 1

Average FAMSIZE 8.329 7.975

N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

0 1

Average FAMSIZE 8.265 7.977

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

0 1

Average FAMSIZE 7.980 8.213

N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

0 1

Average FAMSIZE 8.131 8.075

ACTIV: Ativity of father (whether he is a farmer or he is in any

other ativity area).

N = 3511;M = 182

Average Enrollment

ACTIV starting age 0 1 %

Other 8.293 125 533 81.0

Farmer 8.188 971 1882 66.0

MV 7.444 13 169 92.9
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N = 1374;M = 38

Admissions

ACTIV 0 1 %

Other 100 83 45.4

Farmer 779 412 34.6

MV 13 25 65.8

N = 1982;M = 133

Repeaters

ACTIV 0 1 %

Other 310 126 28.9

Farmer 1099 447 28.9

MV 105 28 21.1

N = 1153;M = 83

Drop outs

ACTIV 0 1 %

Other 278 2 0.7

Farmer 836 37 4.2

MV 82 1 1.1

HAREA: Area of the house (in squared metres).

N = 3653;M = 40

Enrollment

0 1

Average HAREA 26.79 32.60

N = 1392;M = 20

Admissions

0 1

Average HAREA 26.98 28.73

N = 2097;M = 18

Repeaters

0 1

Average HAREA 33.66 31.60

N = 1221;M = 15

Drop outs

0 1

Average HAREA 34.76 27.05
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HWALL: Material of onstrution of the walls of the house.

N = 3665;M = 28

Average Enrollment

HWALL starting age 0 1 %

Other 8.210 1072 2303 68.2

Hard 7.795 35 255 87.9

MV 7.333 2 26 92.9

N = 1403;M = 9

Admissions

HWALL 0 1 %

Other 1045 566 35.1

Hard 35 44 55.7

MV 3 6 66.7

N = 2093;M = 22

Repeaters

HWALL 0 1 %

Other 1337 543 28.9

Hard 159 54 25.4

MV 18 4 18.2

N = 1221;M = 15

Drop outs

HWALL 0 1 %

Other 1046 36 3.3

Hard 136 3 2.3

MV 14 1 6.7

SPMEAT: Amount of money spent in meat by the family (in

Malagasy frans).

N = 3685;M = 8

Enrollment

0 1

Average SPMEAT 114,215 106,682

N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

0 1

Average SPMEAT 114,206 97,674

N = 2107;M = 8

Repeaters

0 1

Average SPMEAT 106,392 113,064
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N = 1231;M = 5

Drop outs

0 1

Average SPMEAT 119,751 77,543

DISTWAT: Distane from the house to the losest soure of

drinkable water (km).

N = 3610;M = 83

Enrollment

0 1

Average DISTWAT 0.304 0.246

N = 1375;M = 37

Admissions

0 1

Average DISTWAT 0.325 0.436

N = 2066;M = 49

Repeaters

0 1

Average DISTWAT 0.191 0.214

N = 1199;M = 37

Drop outs

0 1

Average DISTWAT 0.210 0.191

DISTMIN: Time in minutes from the house to the shool.

N = 3009;M = 684

Enrollment

0 1

Average DISTMIN 25.40 23.13

N = 1042;M = 370

Admissions

0 1

Average DISTMIN 26.65 23.11

N = 1822;M = 293

Repeaters

0 1

Average DISTMIN 22.63 23.64

N = 1055;M = 181

Drop outs

0 1

Average DISTMIN 23.60 21.78
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RELIGION: Religion of the head of the family.

N = 3352;M = 341

Average Enrollment

RELIGION starting age 0 1 %

Protestant 7.881 240 988 80.5

Catholi 8.183 264 941 78.1

Other 8.346 476 543 53.3

MV 9.030 129 112 46.5

N = 1262;M = 150

Admissions

RELIGION 0 1 %

Protestant 186 179 49.0

Catholi 155 175 53.0

Other 428 139 24.5

MV 123 27 18.0

N = 2032;M = 83

Repeaters

RELIGION 0 1 %

Protestant 589 215 26.7

Catholi 593 223 27.3

Other 280 132 32.0

MV 52 31 37.3

N = 1190;M = 46

Drop outs

RELIGION 0 1 %

Protestant 468 23 4.7

Catholi 472 8 1.7

Other 210 9 4.1

MV 46 0 0.0

Average level of eduation of the father of the family.

N = 3595;M = 98

Enrollment

0 1

Average FATHED 1.062 1.721
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FATHED: Level of eduation of the father of the family.

N = 3595;M = 98

Average Enrollment

FATHED starting age 0 1 %

Never in shool 8.463 487 536 52.4

Primary

First yle 8.137 198 489 71.2

Seond yle 8.255 258 900 77.7

Seondary

First yle 7.577 101 359 78.0

Seond yle 7.645 30 215 87.8

Superior

First yle | 1 16 94.1

Seond yle | 0 5 |

MV 8.250 34 64 65.3

N = 1374;M = 38

Admissions

FATHED 0 1 %

Never in shool 435 139 24.2

Primary

First yle 146 112 43.4

Seond yle 190 172 47.5

Seondary

First yle 79 57 41.9

Seond yle 15 28 65.1

Superior

First yle 1 0 0.0

Seond yle 0 0 |

MV 26 12 31.6

N = 2063;M = 52

Repeaters

FATHED 0 1 %

Never in shool 280 134 32.4

Primary

First yle 264 130 33.0

Seond yle 543 202 27.1

Seondary

First yle 217 85 28.1

Seond yle 153 36 19.0

Superior

First yle 11 4 26.7

Seond yle 4 0 0.0

MV 42 10 19.2
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N = 1206;M = 3

Drop outs

FATHED 0 1 %

Never in shool 227 8 3.4

Primary

First yle 205 11 5.1

Seond yle 418 12 2.8

Seondary

First yle 194 6 3.0

Seond yle 113 0 0.0

Superior

First yle 11 0 0.0

Seond yle 1 0 0.0

MV 27 3 10.0

FREAD: Whether the father of the hild an read or not.

N = 3545;M = 148

Average Enrollment

FREAD starting age 0 1 %

No 8.660 430 449 51.1

Yes 8.014 634 2032 76.2

MV 8.200 45 103 69.6

N = 1355;M = 57

Admissions

FREAD 0 1 %

No 380 127 25.0

Yes 474 374 44.1

MV 38 19 33.3

N = 2032;M = 83

Repeaters

FREAD 0 1 %

No 250 96 27.7

Yes 1200 486 28.8

MV 64 19 22.9

N = 1192;M = 44

Drop outs

FREAD 0 1 %

No 197 11 5.3

Yes 955 29 2.9

MV 44 0 0.0
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MREAD: Whether the mother of the hild an read or not.

N = 3651;M = 42

Average Enrollment

MREAD starting age 0 1 %

No 8.302 636 765 54.6

Yes 8.111 461 1789 79.5

MV 7.667 12 30 71.4

N = 1399;M = 13

Admissions

MREAD 0 1 %

No 550 171 23.7

Yes 332 346 51.0

MV 10 3 23.1

N = 2088;M = 27

MREAD Repeaters

0 1 %

No 440 193 30.5

Yes 1054 401 27.6

MV 20 7 25.9

N = 1218;M = 18

MREAD Drop outs

0 1 %

No 354 15 4.1

Yes 824 25 2.9

MV 18 0 0.0
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REASON: Most important reason why the parents deided to

put the hild in the shool.

N = 3491;M = 202

Average Enrollment

REASON starting age 0 1 %

Shool not far away 7.840 318 589 64.9

Safe way to the shool 8.255 58 200 77.5

Free books in shool 8.045 64 136 68.0

Free material in shool 8.229 133 428 76.3

Shool's restaurant 8.870 53 77 59.2

Shool's shedule 9.000 3 23 88.5

Shool's opening time 7.000 8 14 63.6

(Unknown) 8.273 8 22 73.3

Diretor{teahers

relationships 8.167 36 88 71.0

Diretor{teahers{parents

relationships 8.182 108 403 78.9

Competene of teahers 8.426 209 493 70.2

MV 7.765 111 111 50.0

N = 1315;M = 97

Admissions

REASON 0 1 %

Shool not far away 249 128 34.0

Safe way to the shool 49 43 46.7

Free books in shool 50 21 29.6

Free material in shool 109 82 42.9

Shool's restaurant 45 20 30.8

Shool's shedule 3 5 62.5

Shool's opening time 7 1 12.5

(Unknown) 5 10 66.7

Diretor{teahers

relationships 27 14 34.1

Diretor{teahers{parents

relationships 86 74 46.3

Competene of teahers 178 109 38.0

MV 84 13 13.4
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N = 1996;M = 119

Repeaters

REASON 0 1 %

Shool not far away 361 135 27.2

Safe way to the shool 100 50 33.3

Free books in shool 78 44 36.1

Free material in shool 251 94 27.2

Shool's restaurant 48 12 20.0

Shool's shedule 12 6 33.3

Shool's opening time 11 2 15.4

(Unknown) 10 4 28.6

Diretor{teahers

relationships 53 20 27.4

Diretor{teahers{parents

relationships 228 91 28.5

Competene of teahers 268 118 30.6

MV 94 25 21.0

N = 1171;M = 65

Drop outs

REASON 0 1 %

Shool not far away 272 16 5.6

Safe way to the shool 91 3 3.2

Free books in shool 61 1 1.6

Free material in shool 207 6 2.8

Shool's restaurant 38 2 5.0

Shool's shedule 5 1 16.7

Shool's opening time 7 0 0.0

(Unknown) 5 0 0.0

Diretor{teahers

relationships 44 2 4.3

Diretor{teahers{parents

relationships 169 3 1.7

Competene of teahers 233 5 2.1

MV 64 1 1.5

SOCACT: Whether the father of the family partiipates in vari-

ous soial and religious ativities or not.

N = 3693;M = 0

Average Enrollment

SOCACT starting age 0 1 %

No 8.235 590 1163 66.3

Yes 8.114 519 1421 73.2
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N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

SOCACT 0 1 %

No 484 251 34.1

Yes 408 269 39.7

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

SOCACT 0 1 %

No 686 258 27.3

Yes 828 343 29.3

N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

SOCACT 0 1 %

No 524 13 2.4

Yes 672 27 3.9

HOLPREF: When would the parents prefer the main shool hol-

idays for the hildren.

N = 3489;M = 204

Average Enrollment

HOLPREF starting age 0 1 %

During rainy season 8.264 364 913 71.5

During harvest period 8.300 197 428 68.5

No hanges 8.074 411 1176 74.1

MV 7.937 137 67 32.8

N = 1268;M = 144

Admissions

HOLPREF 0 1 %

During rainy season 280 188 40.2

During harvest period 169 84 33.2

No hanges 312 235 43.0

MV 131 13 9.0

N = 2062;M = 53

Repeaters

HOLPREF 0 1 %

During rainy season 556 191 25.6

During harvest period 241 101 29.5

No hanges 677 296 30.4

MV 40 13 24.5
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N = 1197;M = 39

Drop outs

HOLPREF 0 1 %

During rainy season 430 9 2.1

During harvest period 181 7 3.7

No hanges 551 19 3.3

MV 34 5 12.8

LANGSCH: What language do parents want the hildren to learn

at the shool.

N = 3446;M = 247

Average Enrollment

LANGSCH starting age 0 1 %

Malagasy 8.500 53 92 63.4

Frenh 8.033 105 392 78.9

Both 8.155 841 1963 70.0

MV 8.486 110 137 55.5

N = 1281;M = 131

Admissions

LANGSCH 0 1 %

Malagasy 44 24 35.3

Frenh 81 76 48.4

Both 669 387 36.6

MV 98 33 25.2

N = 2007;M = 108

Repeaters

LANGSCH 0 1 %

Malagasy 55 18 24.7

Frenh 235 67 22.2

Both 1140 492 30.1

MV 84 24 22.2

N = 1169;M = 67

Drop outs

LANGSCH 0 1 %

Malagasy 37 2 5.1

Frenh 180 3 1.6

Both 915 32 3.4

MV 64 3 4.5
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B.4 Village

DISTF: Distane to the faritany (distrit's apital).

N = 3317;M = 376

Enrollment

0 1

Average DISTF 270.4 216.2

N = 1255;M = 157

Admissions

0 1

Average DISTF 265.7 214.6

N = 1911;M = 204

Repeaters

0 1

Average DISTF 219.5 224.8

N = 1097;M = 139

Drop outs

0 1

Average DISTF 208.9 207.0

VSIZE: Size of the village (number of houses).

N = 3532;M = 161

Enrollment

0 1

Average VSIZE 156.8 188.7

N = 1364;M = 48

Admissions

0 1

Average VSIZE 161.0 170.1

N = 2013;M = 102

Repeaters

0 1

Average VSIZE 188.7 191.0

N = 1168;M = 68

Drop outs

0 1

Average VSIZE 189.6 246.5
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AGRV: Whether the village is mainly agriultural or not.

N = 3666;M = 27

Average Enrollment

AGRV Starting age 0 1 %

No 7.818 44 266 85.8

Yes 8.189 1063 2293 68.3

MV 8.667 2 25 92.6

N = 1409;M = 3

Admissions

AGRV 0 1 %

No 40 31 43.7

Yes 851 487 36.4

MV 1 2 66.7

N = 2092;M = 23

Repeaters

AGRV 0 1 %

No 153 61 28.5

Yes 1345 533 28.4

MV 16 7 30.4

N = 1223;M = 12

Drop outs

AGRV 0 1 %

No 145 1 0.7

Yes 1038 39 3.6

MV 13 0 0.0

HERDV: Whether the village's main ativity is breeding animals

or not.

N = 3603;M = 90

Average Enrollment

HERDV starting age 0 1 %

No 8.207 704 1674 70.4

Yes 8.039 390 835 68.2

MV 8.684 15 75 83.3

N = 1387;M = 25

Admissions

HERDV 0 1 %

No 580 350 37.6

Yes 302 155 33.9

MV 10 15 60.0
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N = 2055;M = 60

Repeaters

HERDV 0 1 %

No 913 427 31.9

Yes 559 156 21.8

MV 42 18 30.0

N = 1199;M = 37

Drop outs

HERDV 0 1 %

No 774 28 3.5

Yes 385 12 3.0

MV 37 0 0.0

FISHV: Whether the village's main ativity is �shing or not.

N = 3250;M = 443

Average Enrollment

FISHV starting age 0 1 %

No 8.201 982 2160 68.7

Yes 7.800 22 86 79.6

MV 8.091 137 414 75.1

N = 1227;M = 185

Admissions

FISHV 0 1 %

No 746 430 36.3

Yes 34 17 33.3

MV 112 73 39.5

N = 1778;M = 337

Repeaters

FISHV 0 1 %

No 1208 499 29.2

Yes 57 14 19.2

MV 249 88 26.1

N = 1927;M = 219

Drop outs

FISHV 0 1 %

No 941 32 3.3

Yes 44 0 |

MV 211 8 3.7
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SHOP: Whether there is a shop in the village or not.

N = 3197;M = 496

Average Enrollment

SHOP starting age 0 1 %

No 8.386 383 621 61.9

Yes 8.053 505 1688 77.0

MV 8.261 221.0 275 55.4

N = 1133;M = 279

Admissions

SHOP 0 1 %

No 300 142 32.1

Yes 392 299 43.3

MV 200 79 28.3

N = 1918;M = 197

Repeaters

SHOP 0 1 %

No 383 140 26.8

Yes 995 400 28.7

MV 136 61 31.0

N = 1103;M = 133

Drop outs

SHOP 0 1 %

No 249 18 6.7

Yes 819 17 2.0

MV 128 5 3.8

MARKET: Whether the village has a market or not.

N = 3575;M = 118

Average Enrollment

MARKET starting age 0 1 %

No 8.198 990 2151 68.5

Yes 7.841 91 343 79.0

MV 8.538 28 90 76.3

N = 1369;M = 43

Admissions

MARKET 0 1 %

No 798 444 35.7

Yes 74 53 41.7

MV 20 23 53.5
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N = 2046;M = 69

Repeaters

MARKET 0 1 %

No 1267 494 28.0

Yes 198 87 30.5

MV 49 20 29.0

N = 1199;M = 37

Drop outs

MARKET 0 1 %

No 1003 34 3.3

Yes 158 4 2.5

MV 35 2 5.4

CATHV: Whether the majority of the people in the village were

Catholi or not.

N = 3543;M = 150

Average Enrollment

CATHV starting age 0 1 %

No 8.082 735 1596 68.5

Yes 8.339 292 920 75.9

MV 7.786 82 68 45.3

N = 1322;M = 90

Admissions

CATHV 0 1 %

No 622 319 33.9

Yes 192 189 49.6

MV 78 12 13.3

N = 2060;M = 55

Repeaters

CATHV 0 1 %

No 898 387 30.1

Yes 570 205 26.5

MV 46 9 16.4

N = 1207;M = 29

Drop outs

CATHV 0 1 %

No 746 26 3.4

Yes 422 13 3.0

MV 28 1 3.4
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PROTV: Whether the majority of the people in the village were

Protestant or not.

N = 3507;M = 186

Average Enrollment

PROTV starting age 0 1 %

No 8.220 832 1786 68.2

Yes 8.021 184 705 79.3

MV 8.174 93 93 50.0

N = 1306;M = 106

Admissions

PROTV 0 1 %

No 669 372 35.7

Yes 138 127 47.9

MV 85 21 19.8

N = 2046;M = 69

Repeaters

PROTV 0 1 %

No 1057 399 27.4

Yes 399 191 32.4

MV 58 11 15.9

N = 1201;M = 35

Drop outs

PROTV 0 1 %

No 805 30 3.6

Yes 356 10 2.7

MV 35 0 0.0

B.5 Shools

NUMBSCH: Number of shools in the village.

N = 3693;M = 0

Enrollment

0 1

Average NUMBSCH 0.669 1.106

N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

0 1

Average NUMBSCH 0.602 1.038

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

0 1

Average NUMBSCH 1.072 1.106
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N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

0 1

Average NUMBSCH 1.061 0.775

TYPESCH: Type of shool.

N = 3628;M = 65

Average Enrollment

TYPESCH starting age 0 1 %

No shool 8.135 452 218 32.5

Publi shool 8.096 530 1812 79.5

Private shool 8.354 77 278 69.4

Both shools 8.667 36 225 95.9

MV 8.900 14 51 78.5

N = 1392;M = 20

Admissions

TYPESCH 0 1 %

No shool 400 47 10.5

Publi shool 387 376 49.3

Private shool 69 54 43.9

Both shools 26 33 55.9

MV 10 10 50.0

N = 2076;M = 39

Repeaters

TYPESCH 0 1 %

No shool 165 43 20.7

Publi shool 1058 404 27.6

Private shool 140 73 34.3

Both shools 131 62 32.1

MV 20 19 48.7

N = 1215;M = 21

Drop outs

TYPESCH 0 1 %

No shool 149 14 8.6

Publi shool 796 20 2.5

Private shool 110 2 1.8

Both shools 120 4 3.2

MV 21 0 0.0
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TYPECSCH: Type of losed shool in the village.

N = 3693;M = 0

Average Enrollment

TYPECSCH starting age 0 1 %

No shool 8.179 680 2151 76.0

Publi shool 8.139 398 368 48.0

Private shool 8.176 31 65 67.7

N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

TYPECSCH 0 1 %

No shool 530 411 43.7

Publi shool 340 94 21.7

Private shool 22 15 40.5

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

TYPECSCH 0 1 %

No shool 1231 527 30.0

Publi shool 238 66 21.7

Private shool 45 8 15.1

N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

TYPECSCH 0 1 %

No shool 978 29 2.9

Publi shool 200 11 5.2

Private shool 18 0 0.0

B.6 Provines

PROV: Provine where the hild lives.

N = 3693;M = 0

Average Enrollment

PROV starting age 0 1 %

Antananarivo 8.132 118 683 85.3

Fianarantsoa 8.248 274 484 63.9

Mahajanga 8.450 108 466 81.2

Antsiranana 8.042 223 273 55.0

Toamasina 8.136 351 393 52.8

Toliara 7.789 35 285 89.1
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N = 1412;M = 0

Admissions

PROV 0 1 %

Antananarivo 76 117 60.6

Fianarantsoa 207 102 33.0

Mahajanga 73 95 56.5

Antsiranana 207 52 20.1

Toamasina 305 109 26.3

Toliara 24 45 65.2

N = 2115;M = 0

Repeaters

PROV 0 1 %

Antananarivo 412 161 28.1

Fianarantsoa 339 77 18.5

Mahajanga 218 165 43.1

Antsiranana 136 77 36.2

Toamasina 234 62 20.9

Toliara 175 59 25.2

N = 1236;M = 0

Drop outs

PROV 0 1 %

Antananarivo 349 8 2.2

Fianarantsoa 242 15 4.1

Mahajanga 210 2 0.9

Antsiranana 130 4 3.0

Toamasina 145 11 7.1

Toliara 120 0 0.0
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